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Introduction 

What's new in the Second Edition? 

Touchstone is an innovative series for adult and young 
adult learners of American English that is used by 
millions of learners worldwide. The Second Edition has 
been thoroughly updated based on suggestions from 
teachers and students all over the world. In addition to 
having a fresh look and new photos, Touchstone Second

Edition includes: 
• more practice throughout, including a new Extra

practice activities section which provides additional
opportunities to practice key grammar points; these
activities are for use in class or as homework

• Can do-style objectives to highlight the learning
outcomes of each unit lesson, plus Now I can ...
self-evaluation sections at the end of each unit

• Common errors panels, which provide information
from the Cambridge Learner Corpus to help students
avoid making basic errors and to improve their test
scores

• Reading tips, which intr�duce a skill or strategy to help
students develop reading proficiency

• Sounds right activities, which provide additional
pronunciation practice

• refreshed and updated content, including new
activities, audio, and reading texts in every unit

Touchstone is a corpus-informed course, drawing on 
extensive research into the corpus of North American 
English in the Cambridge English Corpus ("the Corpus") -
a large database of everyday conversations and a variety 
of written texts that show how people actually use 
English. The database also includes the multimillion-word 
Cambridge Learner Corpus, which shows us how learners 
at different levels use English, what problems they have, 
and what the most common errors are at each level. 

Corpus research ensures that learners using Touchstone

will encounter the most useful and widely used words, 
phrases, and grammar in a range of everyday situations. 
Corpus research also led to the development of a unique 
conversation skills syllabus that includes strategies such 
as how to start and end conversations, how to show 
interest, and how to ask questions that are not too direct. 
The result is a groundbreaking course of language and 
skills development that helps learners communicate 
naturally and effectively, even at the very beginning levels. 

Easy and enjoyable to teach, Touchstone is full of new and 
exciting ideas, offering a fresh approach to the teaching and 
learning of English. Here are some answers to the questions 
that people have asked us about the Touchstone series. 
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Touchstone is a corpus-informed 
course. What is a corpus, exactly? 

A corpus is a database of spoken and I or written English. 
The words in a corpus can be collected from a variety 
of sources. For example, texts in a written corpus may 
come from newspapers, magazines, books, or websites, 
while "texts" in a spoken corpus may come from everyday 
conversations between friends and family, strangers, 
co-workers, etc. Touchstone was written using the corpus 
of North American English in the Cambridge English 
Corpus - a database that currently holds more than a 
billion words from spoken and written texts. 

Do I need to know a lot about the 
Corpus to be able to teach with 
Touchstone? 

Not at all. You don't need any special knowledge of 
the Corpus to use the course successfully. You can 
feel assured that we, as the authors, have checked the 
Corpus carefully to ensure that the language we teach is 
frequent, natural, and useful, and that the statements we 
make about language are accurate. 

As you teach from Touchstone, you and your students will 
learn many interesting facts about language coming from 
our corpus research. Throughout the Student's Books 
you will see In conversation panels, which give useful 
information about spoken grammar and vocabulary or 
about differences between informal and formal spoken 
English. On many of the Vocabulary notebook pages, these 
In conversation panels present fun facts about vocabulary, 
such as how people refer to family members and what color 
and food words are used most frequently in conversation. 
The Common errors panels give useful advice on common 
errors to avoid with a particular language item. In the 
Teacher's Editions we provide additional information 
about grammar and vocabulary that we feel will be of 
particular interest to you as a teacher. See pages xi.x-xxii in 
this Teacher's Edition for a list of the 500 words used most 
frequently in conversation. 

What kinds of information can you 
learn from a corpus? 

Using computer software to analyze a corpus, we can 
find out the most commonly used English words and 
expressions. The use of a corpus is a major innovation 
that makes it possible to develop an exciting new 
approach to learning English. 



We used the Corpus to answer questions like these: 

What are the most frequent words and phrases 
in English? By analyzing the Corpus, we can identify 
the most frequent words in everyday conversation. For 
example, we can find the top 50, 500, 1,000, or 5,000 
words in the spoken Corpus and see how these are 
different from the most frequent words in the written 
Corpus. This ensures that students learn the most useful 
conversational words right from the beginning. 

Which English words are most likely to occur 
together? We can find typical collocations, or words 
frequently used together, by looking at all the examples 
of an individual word and seeing what words most often 
precede or follow it. For example, we can identify the 
adjective that most frequently follows the adverb pretty 

(as used in It was pretty good.). We learn that the top four 
adjective collocations with pretty are pretty good, pretty 

nice, pretty bad, and pretty cool This kind of information 
helps us present the adverb pretty, as well as other words 
and phrases, in natural and useful collocations. 

What are the most common meanings and uses 
of a particular grammar structure? By using 
the Corpus, we can find out, for example, how people 
typically use the verb can. Most teachers are familiar 
with the meaning of can for "ability," as in the sentence 
I can swim. Conversations in the spoken Corpus show that 
a more frequent meaning of can is that of "possibility," or 
what it is possible to do in different places and situations, 
as in the sentence In New York. you can go to the top of the 

Empire State Building. So Touchstone gives priority to this 
use of can.

v I h verb forms do people use most frequently? 
The spoken Corpus shows which verb forms people use 
most frequently in conversation. The simple present, for 
example, is more common than the present continuous.
For that reason, we made a decision to introduce
the simple present before the present continuous in 
Touchstone. 

how do people manage conversations effectively? 
By reading the multitude of conversations in the Corpus, 
we can see how people interact in real-life situations. For 
example, how do people show that they are interested in 
a conversation and that they are listening? Conversations 
in the Corpus show that people do this by repeating 
information, asking questions, and saying things like 
"Really?," "Right," "I know," and "Uh-huh." What do 
people say when they want to end a conversation? There 
are many examples in the Corpus of people saying 

"Anyway, ... " to end a conversation politely. How do 

people make sure their questions do not seem too direct? 
The Corpus shows people rephrasing questions with 
"I mean," and adding the word or at the end of yes-no 

questions. For example: Where do you go after work? I 

mean, do you go somewhere nice?; Would you like to go out 

or ... ?The answers to these and other questions make it 
possible for Touchstone to teach students useful strategies 
for managing conversations successfully in English. 

What are the most typical contexts for specific 
vocabulary and grammar structures? Searching the 
Corpus helps us find typical situations for using specific 
grammar structures and vocabulary so that we can 
present new language in natural contexts. The articles, 
conversations, interviews, and listening material that 
students encounter in the series are constructed in ways 
that reflect the character and content of the material in 
the Corpus. 

What errors do students make most frequently 
with grammar or vocabulary? Searching the Learner 
Corpus helps us find the most frequent and persistent 
errors that learners typically make with different 
structures and at different levels. Examples include the 
verb forms that students have most problems with, using 
uncountable nouns correctly, and spelling problems. This 
information from the Learner Corpus enables us to target 
such problem areas and alert students to them as points 
to watch out for. 

How does this corpus-informed 
approach help me and my students? 

By identifying what language is essential to basic 
communication and what language allows us to speak 
clearly and precisely, corpus-informed materials can take 
learners to their goals more quickly and efficiently. 

In addition, a study of a spoken corpus teaches us 
important things about social communication. As a 
result, activities based on corpus-informed materials can 
focus on the most important features of listening and 
speaking skills, making students more effective listeners 
and communicators. Successful spoken interaction is 
often called "the fifth skill." 

Finally, successful learning is all about motivation. 
Corpus-informed materials motivate learners because 
they can feel confident that the language they are 
learning is up-to-date, useful in everyday conversations, 
and targeted to situations in which they are likely to 
find themselves. Students can also be sure that the 
language corresponds to what they will encounter in 
real conversations, on radio and TV shows, in movies, on 
websites, and in books, newspapers, and magazines. 
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What methodology will I be using 
in Touchstone?

Touchstone merges the best features of proven and 

familiar communicative methodologies, offering 

stimulating activities that are carefully crafted to focus 

on the learning process. The Touchstone philosophy 
maintains that a successful course meets all of the 

following goals: 

1. It is interaction-based. An important learning aim

in every lesson is to get students talking to each other.
This strong emphasis on spoken interaction enables

students to put new language to use immediately
to communicate with their classmates. In addition,

Touchstone devotes a full lesson in every unit to the
teaching of conversation strategies so that students

can learn the skills needed for effective spoken
communication.

2. It personalizes the learning experience. Touchstone

offers engaging activities that encourage students to

talk about their own lives and ideas as they discuss

topics relevant to their interests and experiences.

Students will enjoy talking about topics such as TV,
music, the Internet, sports, and celebrities. The About

you icon points out some of these opportunities.

3. It promotes noticing and inductive learning.

Throughout the series, students complete tasks
that actively involve them in the learning process.

Students are also challenged to notice and figure out

(inductive learning) grammar structures or English
usage. Solving a problem or figuring something out

for oneself is a powerful aid to understanding, and
research shows that activities that have students
notice and figure things out result in successful

learning. Figure it out tasks challenge students to

think about how target grammar structures are
formed and used before they are formally introduced.

Notice tasks in the Conversation strategy lessons

encourage students to think about how people

manage conversations effectively. Word sort tasks and

Vocabulary notebook pages get students to actively
learn new vocabulary.

4. It encourages students to be Independent learners.

Clear learning aims at the start of each unit, a Now I

can . .. checklist on each Vocabulary notebook page,
and Progress checks at the end of each Workbook
unit enable students to monitor their own learning.
Vocabulary notebook pages encourage independent

learning habits by allowing students to add their own
words, expressions, and example sentences. Reading

tips help students improve their reading skills as they 
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tackle any new text. Each Teacher's Edition provides 

a testing package that gives you and your students 
another valuable tool for assessing progress. 

5. It recognizes the importance of review and

recycling. Language students need constant

review, and Touchstone systematically recycles and
reviews target language in several sections of the

Student's Book - in Before you begin, Conversation

strategy, Reading, Listening, Vocabulary notebook, and
Checkpoint, as well as in the Workbook (or Online

Workbook). Grammar, vocabulary, and conversation

strategies taught in earlier units are recycled in
later units. Items learned in lower levels are recycled

in subsequent levels. Recycle icons throughout

the Teacher's Editions point out these and other

opportunities for review and recycling.

6. It offers flexibility to meet the needs of specific

classes. Touchstone can be used with large and

small classes. Activities can be done in pairs, groups,

or as a whole class, depending on your particular
needs. Touchstone can also be adapted to varying

course lengths. For shorter courses, the Vocabulary

notebook pages and Reading and Writing tasks, as well
as the Extra practice activities, can be assigned for

homework. For longer courses, the Workbook provides
additional learning tasks. The Teacher's Edition offers

a variety of extra classroom activities to reinforce
learning that can be used when time allows.

Can I teach the lessons in a unit 
out of order? 

It is highly recommended that Lessons A, B, C, and D are 

taught in order. This is because the new structures and 
vocabulary taught in the earlier lessons are generally 

recycled and reused in the later lessons. Each lesson in a 
unit assumes that students have learned the language of 

the previous lesson(s). 

A special thank-you from the authors ... 

We have been greatly appreciative over the years for the 

feedback and support of teachers and students. We would 
like to extend a very personal thank-you to all those who 
have helped with the development of Touchstone Second 

Edition, and we hope that it will continue contributing to
the success of your English classes. We always welcome 
any feedback and wish you well. 

With our very best wishes, 

Mike McCarthy 

Jeanne McCarten 

Helen Sandiford 



Course components 

Each level of Touchstone Second Edition consists of a full 

suite of print and digital components. Print materials 

include a Student's Book, a Workbook, and a Teacher's 

Edition with an Assessment Audio CD I CD-ROM. 

In addition, each level of Touchstone contains a wide 

range of materials for use in the classroom and as 

homework - including online materials for Touchstone 

Blended Learning. Here is a list of the core components: 

Student's Book 

There are 12 units in each Student's Book. Each unit 

consists of: 

a unit opener page that presents the unit theme, the 

learning outcomes for every lesson, and a Before you 

begin warm-up activity 

• four two-page lessons (Lessons A, B, C, and D) that

present grammar; vocabulary; conversation strategies;

and listening, reading, and writing practice

• a Vocabulary notebook page with fun tasks where

students catalog new vocabulary, reinforce

collocations, and further develop their vocabulary

building skills

• a Now I can . .. chart on the Vocabulary notebook

page that helps students monitor their own learning

(NEW!)

• a Free talk task at the back of the book that encourages

students to converse freely in a natural setting

• a Sounds right activity at the back of the book that

practices sounds, linked to the language of the unit

(NEW!)

• an Extra practice page at the back of the book that

provides additional practice of key grammar points

(NEW!)

• Reading tips that introduce reading strategies and

information about written texts; these tips help

students develop reading proficiency and provide

focused during-reading tasks that allow students to

immediately apply the strategy (NEW!)

• In conversation panels that present interesting facts

from the Corpus about the frequency of grammatical

forms and vocabulary in spoken English

Four Checkpoint lessons review the language taught in 

the previous three units. 

Workbook 

The Workbook is a natural extension of the Student's 

Book, providing reinforcement and consolidation of the 

material in the Student's Book. There are two pages of 

follow-up activities for each Student's Book lesson. The 

Workbook provides: 

• thorough consolidation and practice of the

vocabulary, grammar, and conversation strategies

taught in the Student's Book

• extra reading and writing activities to reinforce these

important skills

• a wide variety of activity types, with photos and

illustrations to provide context and keep students

motivated

• a Progress check at the end of each unit to help

students plan further independent study

Online Workbook 

The Online Workbook provides the Workbook content as 

interactive activities. The Online Workbook contains: 

• automatically marked activities with instant feedback

• progress checking for teachers

• forums and biogs that enable teachers to

communicate with students online

• personalized writing tasks with guided self

assessment
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Teacher's Edition with Assessment 
Audio CD / CD-ROM 

The interleaved Teacher's Edition contains practical, 

step-by-step teaching notes for each page of the Student's 

Book. It also offers: 

• Language notes that not only provide an overview

of the language presented in each unit but also

give useful information, drawn from the Corpus,

on the frequency of grammatical forms, words, and

expressions

• a wide variety of extra activities geared to both small

and large classes

• unit-by-unit Language summaries that include the

unit vocabulary and expressions

• audio scripts for recorded material from the

Student's Book

• the Workbook answer key

An Assessment Audio CD I CD-ROM bound into the 

Teacher's Edition contains: 

• written and oral tests - one test of each type for Units

1-6, one for Units 7-12, and one for Units 1-12

• written and oral quizzes - one quiz of each type for

every unit

• audio recordings, audio scripts, and answer keys to

support the testing program

All tests and quizzes have been revised and checked 

by a testing expert and are available as PDF and Word 

documents - allowing teachers to customize them. 

Class Audio Program 

The Class Audio Program provides students with natural 

models for speaking and pronunciation as well as the 

opportunity to listen to a variety of voices and accents. 

The recordings are in natural, conversational American 

English. The class audio is available as downloadable 

recordings from www.cambridge.org/touchstone2/audio. 

The recordings are also available on CDs. 
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Presentation Plus Software 

Presentation Plus allows teachers to present the Student's 

Book, Workbook, and Video Activity Worksheets in 

a lively, interactive way by bringing together text, 

images, audio, and video in one place at the front of the 

classroom. The software also allows teachers to annotate 

pages, zoom in on specific content, and attach their own 

images, files, and links. 

Presentation Plus can be used with all types of interactive 

whiteboards or with just a computer and projector. 

Video and Video Resource Book 

The Touchstone Video, available on DVD, provides video 

conversations that accompany the Student's Book. The 

Video Resource Book offers worksheets for each unit. 

These can be used in class as extension activities. 

Teacher's Support Site 

The teacher's support area on the Touchstone website 

offers teaching tips, classroom activities, downloadable 

materials, and more. 

Placement Testing Program 

The Touchstone I Viewpoint Placement Testing Program 

helps teachers place students in the correct level of 

Touchstone or Viewpoint. The Testing Program provides 

three versions of the Objective Placement Test (multiple

choice questions that cover Listening, Reading, and 

Language Use), a Placement Essay, and a Placement 

Speaking Assessment to determine oral competency. An 

audio program, audio scripts, answer keys, and complete 

guidelines for administering the test are also included. 



Also available: Touchstone Blended 
Learning 

Touchstone Blended Leaming is a completely customizable 

suite of print and digital components. The online 

component consists of the Touchstone Student's 

Book content along with additional activities, video 

material, tests, online communication tools, and 

animated presentations of grammar, pronunciation, and 

conversation strategies. With learning outcomes tightly 

integrated between the online material and the Student's 

Book, teachers can move seamlessly between the two, 

choosing which activities students do in class and which 

they complete online. 

Key features of blended learning 

• automatic feedback and progress tracking

• automatically marked tests and quizzes

• online communication tools that allow teachers and 

students to collaborate and interact online (forums,

chat, biogs, etc.)

• animated presentations teaching target language,

useful for learning prior to class or as a follow-up to

material taught in class

• pronunciation and role-play activities to further

practice speaking

• fun language learning games that recycle grammar

and vocabulary

• additional video material

For a complete list of components, visit 

www.cambridge.org/touchstone2 or contact your local 

Cambridge University Press representative. 
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Structure of the units in the Student's Book 

All units contain the following basic structure. It is important to note that lessons should be 

taught in A, B, C, D order. There may be some variety in the exact position of pronunciation, 

listening, and speaking activities from unit to unit. 

Unit opener - Unit overview and 
warm-up activity 

Lesson B - Vocabulary, grammar, 
and speaking 

---·----

a ·- -· .. -. --·-· 

-- -�--· ... -·
,.-- ' ---·-·
·--------··-

---- -·-----·----- --

--

Lesson D - Reading, writing, listening, 
and speaking 

"' s-7="?.;;�;�-- -==-"':

� ::.:::�.;:.�---=-== 
- '==:.-;.�-:�===--=·£ 
� i?--E��5�-�=-� 
--·-------·-- . -=..--:;.�.:=:.."':.":'"""-==---= 

& ·-----

e-... ,-·
---------------

;:-_--�-17-: _·

Lesson A - Grammar, pronunciation, and 
speaking 

. . __________ ... _ ., ---------------
-- -·- ·-·-

a- ... ---· -
-----·-- -

--��
=

;:_� 

a-... --
----

. ____ ,.:__ ___ __ ,..:::-..... _______ .. ___ ... ___ .. _
-- ·-·-- ·---

Lesson C - Conversation strategies, 
listening, and speaking 

,., __ '" ___ 

-----�----
------------------------

:�=------------
O.-•-v ___ _ 

(!·-----·--
�------ ·''----

Vocabulary notebook - Strategies for learning vocabulary 
and Now I can ... self-check evaluation section 

::. ..... "" ... -� -

=: ::::;:-_ : ... ::: .... --
.·- - -----_____.. __ 
. �- --- - - ... ___ _ 

. . . .

. . 

. : 

:1't the"back-of tlie Student's Book 1'fter units 3, 6, 9, and 12 - - --

Free talk - Additional 
speaking activities for 
use in class 

------·-----

·--------··--------

:=..."=::7....:.:::::-E=-··-------
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Sounds right -
Pronunciation practice 

-·-·-... -··· --------

&--------------

- ·-

-n •. ___ -·· C•--•"' 

r��- g::::_

Extra practice -
Additional practice of 
the unit grammar 

-a_.

_____ ... -�----- ___ .. _ _.._,._ 

·----------·-···-

· ------·-·-
-· ... -----·-----·---

Checkpoint - Review 

. <L..----____ ... _ ------· ------._ .. ______ 

a---

ft(# ____ _ 
·----------
_______ ... __ _ 
____ ., __ 
:t�l�� . ----------

a ........ -

a-.. -
-------
·-- ·---·-..
·------------· 



Features of the units in the Student's Book 

Unit opener 

The unit opener page sets the scene for the unit topic and introduces new vocabulary. 

• show key grammar, vocabulary, topics, functions,
and strategies

provides photos of contemporary life, allowing easy 
introduction of the unit theme 

• recycles structures from previous units in a short
warm-up activity

• teaches new vocabulary related to the unit theme
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Lesson A 

Lesson A presents the main grammar point of the unit with some relevant new vocabulary. It may 

include a Speaking naturally pronunciation task, a Talk about it group discussion, or a Listening task. 

What not to miss ... 
11,(,At,a( ... a.,\_. 
\\.'i•.llf l 11 f l\f Ir 
"". 

Q Getting started 

Look .it the countries 1bow. Whit do you know 1bout uch cou,ury! MJke I list of ldeu. 

cl u, listen. What upt<I of their country's cullur• do.such person talk about? 

' I 

21 

You ea1 timixlt, cold. 

Prople m,1k, eamngs fib t"es, locally. 
lM'y 6port a lot of handicrafts. 

4 T,ams fro-n all ov,r th, wortd carve 
thesculpturH. 

Kimb4p ____ cold. 

EamnJs like thtu ____ louUy. 
Alot of handi<ratts ____ 
The sculplutes ____ byttaMS 
from ,uovenhe world. 

• provide a clear presentation of new structures

• give students both controlled and freer practice with
the new structures

• offer opportunities to exchange personal information

• presents interesting facts from the Cambridge
English Corpus about the frequency of grammatical
forms and vocabulary in spoken English

• provides information from the Cambridge English
Corpus about key errors to avoid

• helps students understand and use natural
pronunciation and intonation

• provides communicative and personalized practice to
fully integrate pronunciation into the lesson

• covers the key areas of linking and reduction, stress
and intonation, basic grammatical forms, and
common problems in listening comprehension
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tGetting started 

• presents new grammar in natural contexts such
as conversations, interviews, surveys, and phone
messages

• focuses on the most frequent and useful language for
everyday communication

• helps students notice the forms and uses of the new
structure

• challenges students to use their inductive skills
before a grammar chart is presented

8, Grammar The slmplepresentpassl._ie,o,.n AL'A 5 ui#(�; 
"'P"--t-----r&..tt.epuiMWMfltM"doef"'elUtellrtlcMlll NtbewllorllOt lMportant. 

"""' -

How do thfV mike tlmb4p? 
They make it with lk.e and y,q:eublu. 

Do they HI 11 ltot or cold? 
They Ht It COid. They don't eat It hot. 

I P "' •• Compare your answers wtth a partner. Can you add more Ideas? 

tytty di.,.nt Jn�stl,tg wgri!toble 

Tl,c,rl)"(o,,,r,,.o,, 
p1$t.l'olf'¥tftllUlfllllkH. 

doM.1mlc1tlfff 

A of l 1.21 listen and re�•t the words. Hotl(e that the unstrHH<I vow•ls arir not pronounud. 

B ,t) 1.1, listen to people talk about th•ir dtlH. Crunout th• vo-1 that is not pronounced ln the 
underUnt<f words. Thef'l l"tad the s.nttncts 10 a panner. 

1 .. 6roc. Switztrtand: We're known for our chocolate. which Is sold all over the world. lfyou're reall}' 
inttr@1ttd, you can visit a lactory to learn about the� of (hO(Olate and how It's made. 

2 Coober Ptdy, Australia: The !Y!!!l! iemperature here In summer ls almos140°(, so it's much 
cooler to live undertrO\lnd. It's definitely somethin1 differen) for travelerJl 

l. Aklhabara, lapan: If you want a™' then you haV1! to shop here. Pra(ti(atly �brand of 
electroni( and computer 1oods is displayed h@rel 

4. Boy;;l(i, Cotombl1: Em,raldS are mme,d aU ove,r the world, but our rerion has some of the best and 
most ,raluablt stoMs. They're mostly e.q,orttd and made Into�-

C Choose I city. tt(lon. or couf'lll'Y, and ttlt the clau what It's known for. GUU$ lhe placH 

•;,,, ,, tl ..... , • .,...., "0< ' , .. "'. !'< ,,,.. • 23 



Lesson B 

Lesson B teaches the main vocabulary of the unit and builds on the grammar taught in 

Lesson A. It may include a Speaking naturally pronunciation task, a Talk about it group 

discussion, or a Listening task. 

,, 

True- h.lse 
1. E,HinJfood O"la subwayor busis bad��� 0 0 
2 lt'srudt>to<utln lln•. 0 _Q 
3 You should try to kff9 your voke dO'ffn '" public.. 0 _____Q_ 
4 Vou un offend somt"one- by not bowin101 fflakJng hinds 

when you meet. D 0 
5. People m11ht stare al you for .. Uung uound barefoot. 0 _ 0_ 
6. HlV!ng an argurnfl't in public is cons1c1ered bad manners. 0_0 
1. l's 1mpol1lt" to walk. mto somt"one's homt>withoul 

taklnr off your shofl. D _ __Q_ 
a Showin1 affection in pubt1c - holdlns hands or kiul,ig -

isinapprop!late 

9 You should trv not 10 st.Ind too doH to pf'ople. 
It's considered rude 

1rs acceptab•e no, to tip cab drivers. 

11. You should be u,efut not to point at people. 

D D 

D D 

__ Q_____Q_ 
CJ D 

It's customarv to b1rpin with stJ••I vendOfs 10 gM somethinJ 
chl'apl'r, 01Jt it's not ae<eptabll' to do th,s in a slo(e. 

B What behaviors are considered acctptabte in your country? Compll'tl' thl' 
chart with idl'as from ,1bovl'. Add your o'!ll'n ideas. Then compare wfth a partner. 

'f "41 C Circle lhl' corrl'Ct choices. All' the senll'nces trul' in 
you, country? OiSCIJSS with a partner. 

Cut f Cuttlnr n line is bad mannl'rs 
You might offl'nd soml'onl' by 1tandln1 I ,tand too clou. 
You c.an offend your hosl by not UklnJ I to tak. .. off your shoes. 

4. It's pohte bow /to bowwhen ycu ml'et someonl'. 
S. It's cuMomary not to Up I tip u.b drive1s. 

:z hP 

Building vocabulary and grammar 

• visually presents new words and expressions,
offering students a mini picture dictionary for their
reference

• offers a vocabulary syllabus that draws on Cambridge
English Corpus frequency information while providing
motivating topics

• builds on the gram mar of Lesson A, presenting it in a
new context

• helps students organize new vocabulary in
meaningful ways

• gives opportunities for students to use the new
vocabulary immediately in meaningful, personalized
interactions with classmates

fl Grammar Verb ... ·ing and to• verb; Position of not• )u, Al4i I ) >fl UI

�4·MfnaM.1bje,ct ............. 

Eatlq in publ.ic is bad manners. 
Not� hands is Impolite. 

\'Mb 4 .J"f aftK ,,.,.s111on1 

#otu.H IMfo.w the word k fltp{ts. 
Be careful flOt to point at people. 
You c.an offend pf'09(e by� bowins. 

You c.an offtrn:I peopte by Nttas fn pvbtic. 
People mt(ht start al you fo, llliOt �fll hands. 

to•...naftatlt'J .. . 

Notk,eU..4�•1• ...... I': 
lt's accl'ptJ.bll'.ot totip cab dn'II'�. 
(tt'soptionaL) 

lfS ba,d manntl'$ to Mt In publk. 

It's impolite IIClt to shm hands. 
It's II01 <1cceptabie to tip ub ditYtrs. 
(You shouldn't do It.) 

A Complete the sl'ntences about eating at resta1Jrants. Use �rt,+ -tn9 or to• wrti. 

1. It a friend invites you out to dinnt1, it's inapprooriate ___ (tal:.t) 
anothl'f frie-nd with you. 

2 It's bad mann1"1s ____ (not/u.10 the ,es1a..1rant ii you have a 
rtteNation 1nd you de<idt to unc.el your plans. 

3. ---- (arrtv•) a little late wl'lt-n you meet a big group of friends 
at a restaurant is acceptable.---- (fl<)!/ show) up at a!lls 
impolite. 

4 lf you gl'I IO thl' restaurant �fore you, fril'nd. it's fine 
---- {sit}downat the table. 

5 It's no1 acc•ptabl• ____ (complain) to your�rttrif 
VoiJ don't like your meal. 

6 PN>plt mi1h1 bt upsl'I: wrth y,ou for __ (not / pay) 
y(Xllfairs.hartofthtbill. 

7, ____ (talk) with yo,ur mouthfuU is con�dtred rude. _ ____ (take) phonec.il!s 
during dinner is also bad manne,s. 

8 Yo1,1un offend the seNtr by ____ (not/ IHVI') a tip. But ____ (gil.'t) 
a smalter t,p is fine if the �NKt is bad. 

9. ____ {as!Othl'St"IVl'lfo1abo.ttobringyo1Jr ltfl.O\·er foodhomtisacceptable. 
10. It's bad manners ---- (not than� the person who �id afterNards. ____ (not 

s.,y)th.ankyouis rHllyimpolitt 

8 ll'a,, ,,..,. Discuss the stall!ments above. Which ones do you •rree withr 
<An you 1dd more etiquene adviu? 

r; .• "' 

- C Pau wo,� What etiquette aMce can you think offo, the foUowing situations? 
Make a list and then sti.are'#ith anothe1 pai1. 

vi�ttnc someone's homt JOinc to I birttKtay party rolnc to an int•r'li-

Q!l!tD!UbJi 
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Lesson C 

Lesson C teaches Conversation strategi.es, including common expressions useful 

in conversation, followed by a listening and speaking activity that reinforces this 

conversational language. 

A Wt\lt kinds of thlnas do Pf,oplt m1u. •bout homt- when 1hey fflOvt abro,1d? M•k•, list. 

B Iii i In listen. Whil would o,..,,d mlu. it ht tett Bruil? 

Hi!d1 So. whtn y,ou'1t liv1n1 htre, do VQU 
misshomt? 

D111id UM. I don't miu 100 much. to bf, 
h<Wlts.L Um, I min my family, 
otcourse .••. 

Hild• Ri1ht. 
D,1vid Blil I ddinMty don't fl'iU l� food! 

Um. I f"l•H my t,m.ty Th.ars •bout ii. 
Hilda So. If ','OU wtn1 Net home. would 

','OU "''" tou of thin11. ,bout Brnil? 
Ortid Oh. ye11h. rd tbsoluttty min tM 

food Mrt. YHl'I. 8111 ac�lly, t th•nk 
tllt biUHI tl'11n1 would t>., •• It 
would bt �if'cl fo, mt to IN't in • 
country where I knew !ht l.lnsu•ge 
tlrtady. wt1t11 •ll I haw 10 do is 
wot"\. I lust don't i.te I challenge In 
that. Vov know, he1t �ivd•yl1, 1 
ct\llt.n.1e, spHk1n1 the Ulnru,ge. 

H!lda Uh,h1.1h 
D1�d Int.act. LMn1 M<.k ho� 1-o-ould oe 

bori"II, I think. I honHtty don't 
know WN11 rd do. 

"'-:::.l O Mah these statements aboul lrt11n1 in anothertountry more dirt<.I UH lhe upreuions Pen. 
Thtn dluuu. H<h su1temen111W1th a partner. Do you acrH1 

I'd miss -nv fr ends ldtlll'hTt ,, I'd min f'�ryonf'. (m fa{l) 
I ... ouh:ln't miss tht wutner. kerta1nly) But rd miss the food. (really) 

3 1'den10yhvlngln1 Clifferentu.,tu".tactually) 
41 lHrt11n1 rhe 1an1ua1e 'IW<)(Ad be a chaUengt- (lo be h011�1J 
5 "10,.,dn't l'llH 1,e l•ft� e hl'rt 10 1eil vou the uurh) 
6 1m,r1,rdbe\UrNtt[ aoabl'o.d on my own.("lonntty) 

,4 ,, 'ltwd M tMH/1#1 (Olfl"try. r,1 de(ffl ·� MIU my /ritftdsl 
B WtC.7n.DllttoHn.Mn1.d"•foodlontake-frlttNhtoo. 

Strategy plus 

• teaches conversation management expressions
such as I mean, Well, and Anyway, all chosen for their
relevance and frequency

• extends and reinforces the Conversation strategy

Listening and strategies 

• integrates the complementary skills from
Conversation strategy and Strategy plus

• gives opportunities to listen to conversations and
anecdotes based on real life

• includes "listenership activities" - tasks that mirror
real communication by teaching students to react or
respond to what they hear; tasks include "listen and
choose the best response," "listen and predict," and
"listen and decide if you agree"

xiv • Introduction 

• teaches students techniques for managing
conversations more effectively in English

• offers an exciting syllabus of strategies drawn from
conversations in the Cambridge English Corpus,
covering techniques such as starting and ending
conversations, reacting to news and information,
taking time to think, repeating ideas, keeping
conversations going, being polite and not "too
direct," and much more

This section provides a four-step presentation and 
practice where students: 

• first, discuss the general topic

• then, listen and understand a conversation

• next, notice the strategy and find more examples

• finally, use the strategy first in controlled, then in
more personalized, interactive practice

Strategy plus of courst 

or--
.,.. ........ ..,... .
........ ,...�.· of courH . 

.,_ c. lltie ... Of cotNM 
.. ,.,..... ...... "" 
-·-

A J ,"'1y Ms my follflly. 
"°''°""'" 

A Rud the (tlftWfMltloM, Whkh responM Is more potlte? CircW • Of b. 

1 Oo YoU tt,u,., [-.,fll In another <DJntrv wOUld bt ucrt1r1? 
a CYcoun,it would. 
b �solut,ty. Of coun.e, rd probably fut hones.ck 1.1 t!:'\H, 

2. Would � team alt al)Out • tountry btfo,t you 'llffnt? 
a. Wtll. I 11Jtn rd lit., to k.no'IW all ,bout lls cult1or,. And. ofco1Jn.e, l11 trad<t!on,. 
b. 81:tof touru. You ruliol s�ld IHm somt1l'lin1. 

l. Would you uike som,thlnr w1th ','OU to ,..,,lndvou o! hom,? 
•· Ofcourse. 
b. Probably. M1rbt a phOto ol ffl'r' cat. Of course, I couldn't takt the tat �th m,. but 

�I B l"air wori. Ask.andarttwtr thequett1onttt>ow. 1Mn1y<K11own 1n1wtrs.U1to(c1H1tHlnyou, 
ans-.rs, but b4I <lrth.tl how you UH It. 

Listening and strategies Away from home 

A 4,u, UStHtoV1ltatk1bot.lt�uperlutu.Answer theciunllofl&. 

Why Is she �"I rw� from hofMY 
wti.t �s been chllllfflfln.1 fOf Mr1 

3 What ti.as bffn 10N'l1 wd? 
4. HO'oll does sn., � in tCXKh with f1mlly? Whtnr 

B oil) 1J1 Linan 1pln. What would Val'• lr1end Hy about he, u.pef'lenc:e? Cht<k (/) tht Hnttncn, 

1. 0 To ttU yo1,1 the !firth, vars hOsl ,1,1,, Is prttW unfrltndtv. 
2 0 To be honut, sht hun'11otttn to know ma� peoole. 
l. 0 She's de"nitely lean'lln& lbo\lt lht cullUtt. 
,. 0 Of C.O\.ll'M, tht 00Nn'1 tlk1 havlns io � hofflt 11 ttn. 
.5 0 She", unalnly hoffltsk.li.. In f1ct, th• wan1.1 to So back. home "ant now-. 

�f; C Grwpwod. TNnlt1NUC 1111111 Yff wtft ....,.trOM honit. Wltio H14..,,at dl4ycKt _, .. , 
KowdWyo.U.,MlOlilCh?Ta••Mlllyow�. 

� .. I -s ,,, udHINJf stPdt-nc. , ,,,,sud "'Yfrlt'fWls. O,t011ne. r 1'H$Ud-,. f,t� 1H. • 

" 



Lesson D 

Lesson D focuses on reading and writing skills while also providing additional listening and
speaking activities. 

Lesson D Proverbs • 

" 

ft Reading 

A Think of, orov,rb in you, l,1n5u.g:e. When is it used. ilnd why? 

8 Rud th, .srticl,. Oo you h1•e- �11ml1r p1ove1b\ in y(W' lansuag•� 
AI, prov,rbs uwd 1n the s.al'I, ways! 

J;:o,�t�fi-..t,....,IO'ft<raftK .. 
IN"'J!r'�P" W--.,106,0., .. .,. 
,u.,�·,,�l'h••o,,:>01.1? 

Provnbs txist 1n�ffl)&ongvogtond whVIt<:.nd art o W<J,!d � cb,\,n folk wisdom. or 
·Cl)ffl(N)t'l Sff\Sf' "from gtnrraoontogmaa:x,n_ Who�·trnnanbaa�ldimtheyv.nr 
s::rugglng .,..,th c probkm or d:kmma. and somcont quoted o pt1M'.l'b lho! q,dy summtd up o, 
�thtSl'UO'IO"'>"Al°s!ai11nlovtondw0J'dcscl'fflttic1l"fLISllU!hat.softmfflC..OIJfl� 
lfl a �-:IK tl"la' •• ons.r11p and may� somtd us acu;n.11 'Absmcr mckn lM hrort 9'0W 
1oodtr" is IT'rGl11 lo9"-'t!'�Wtifflo Q\,ed()n(',S 'a, oway Y.'htnlhotsorntrdctlonshipt:s 
�hi 1o onO'ld byd,,s:an(.t. w,eMJ,. "()urds,ght. CUI of mind· 

��lasudfor-thouscndsd!,WJ-s.probablyb«ou�dvy'rrs:,manorobw 5omto1" 
shor!c-.ndconasf' u"Pract.oc:cmab::s�"and'Hcslrrnafus�; .. +.o:htrsustopoeti,c. 
� such as ""ltti.lpho,s rtpt't110n. end rtynts. foe rnttaphor "D.ltd tht� pan and 
nio tht �"· ismsy 1oVISUOlzcv.+tm youa<t foctd•,ci, odilrfnJt Situation lhcx1,61.gotnei worw 
Tl-�rept'Ulorl ofit.....conwion1 ·1· � 11 easy rol'O'l'ltmber "ti td.:t:s rwo101ongo • 1hr rhymr 

"Wht:n·uca1·scr ... ay.U".tm.u.,..ilpbJ"«wTIC5tomndassoonas�bosslto'IOon� 
cndlht�c/lhtstru(1 .. rtiri"Onctban t...ushy

0 ffl(1\:e$�ano::lffl'l6:Jci:uhy� 

Somes.:hoiats "'Ns:..typ,(Wffl)S kiolc.fo, txa'flplcs thatareunaquel()c porll.".Ulo·rultut,asa 
kty 10 undtntand..ng cubm.l Mmnccs Othm bus on dK p,O\'ffbs ti-al: o;,ptar n almos1 
tvtry laf"l9',l.(:19t OS O "''CIJ of� (1 ronvnon·MSOOffl thal bonds al huMORS � 

Prowrbs do'l t ah.."OJ"I dter up� mr.h. l'KMt.�. and thtya1, frrqum�comn;!Sc,.ory. 
f'toplt-� "Oochorr.ottthtman "tardlrctlhtimpartanctof�nctospo,-t olontS 
persoooladfrl;:ty OnlhtotM hand �ofsos.iy. "Youcan·11,ldgtabooli:tylSC/1tlef ·ropomt 
OU1 tha! oppmraocn can M � 'I! _  And w.th "Hondsamt is as hands.omtCOCS. lhlystrcss 
.,._,,..,..o(goodt,e,,.,.n.,.,,.;oodbxs 

So whkpt'\'.Mrt>s �on hdp mgr<t>psome ur.iwrSl.lly dlottdwbdon-l, lhcy GOO foru UJ tO 
•«o<jtlltt !hen 16' � corr.pa-o:ld that thtrt ar, no tmy onsv.'l!tt. 1ht compkmy of dK hu!TICJn 
<Of'l<!t!.()ftO)rtf'iecf�111p�1SytlOnochffll"inglhol1Ssho•fdbypt(lf)lt(V()Undthtworid 

C Re•d the •rtkte •1•in. Ctn you find th,�thin1s? Com1Nrt with• �rtne,. 

1 a 'u:1u on p1ove<t)s seM "d,ff1,,.e,,t ?an1uage-; and cunu,es 
two 01ffe-1e-nt W.}1S scho,,rs 1.>olo a: l)«)Wlbs 
two pro�rbs ft1at are me�ble bee.Just thN US<' ftlyme 

4 tlu,, p«w�s 1na1 are me-""ora™e becai.se they rr,ie.ait c011woants, words. o• s�ctu� 
S 1-..0 pair\ ol P"Mrb� :ha\ .ai•f' tont•ad1<tory 
6 two 1nin1s '""'- un �am "'"'fl we 'itudyproverbs tro,n d1ffe1en1 cul1u,es 

t Listening and speaking .. 

offers extended listening practice using grammar 
and vocabulary from the unit 

• provides personalized speaking opportunities that
build on the listening passage

• includes real-world writing tasks such as drafting
email messages, short articles, and blog entries

• moves from simple sentences to paragraphs,
supporting the presentation with models both in the
reading text and sample student writing

• provides a systematic syllabus, including Help
note panels that give practical advice on areas
such as punctuation, linking ideas, and organizing
information

• provides comprehensive reading-skills
development, including pre-reading, "as you read,"
and post-reading tasks in every lesson; tasks include
guessing words from context, understanding main
ideas, and text organization

• offers high-interest texts, adapted from magazines,
newspapers, and websites, that recycle and
consolidate language and provide interesting content
for discussion

• introduces reading strategies and information about
written texts that help students develop reading
proficiency

• provides focused during-reading tasks that allow
students to immediately apply the strategy

Listening and speaking Favorite proverbs 

A Can you 1uus the- monins of tht provt,bs btlo-w? Discuss with a pot1tntr. 

1! 

f��:!c.���: 
), tfyou'IY �� 
;1 afraklofthe � 

) wohu, don't 90 � 
, , Into tht, woods. jt 
:• .. _ �'i�! 
,.. . . . . .....

Ofi:��s;;� 

'tlNlcm1't..«t 
boch-.lsola 

-..,cone10 '-: 

t"-� 
'ti 'l 

B 4) u1 lisltn to four pe-ople t.tlk abo11t t heir favorite p,o.,erbs. Number the pro�rbs above 1 to"· 
Whal do they me-an? Did you gue-ss the muning:correctly? 

C •Ju• M•tch each proverb above with I similu Engti� prove-rb �l ow. Write the numbers. Then 
listen .11ain a.s som.ortt (ommenlS on uch prowe-rb, and check your •riswers. 

a 't'ou can'! �vty01,1r Uk\' and Ht 11, too. 
b. Eveiycloud l'as a silver linlng. _ 

rf YoU un·t sand the heat. aet out or the kit<.hen. _ 
�ars can·t be choosers. _ 

�f O Pair work Which of th, proverbs above ls your favorite? Why? When would you uw it? 

Writing Ex.plain a proverb 

A Read the article belO'IW. Find the useful upre-ssions from the- Help note, and underline them. 

J�1" Ont' ¥tllffmtloa II I l:UM: 
One-of my r�'Olltc Arabic pro11erbs Li �you cannot <::am 
IWO ... -.tcrmelon$ in one- hand" h's often said when a person 
1$talr.in1on 100 much ""Ori..oc- loo m.imychalknga.. II 
mu.1'15 that you ne,e,;3 to focus on one important task at :1. 

I lime iand d olt we.II A t-inuJar pro-.·er� 1n E�lih 1$ "Don'1 
bne off mo.-e than you can che-.1,,. M I ltlr::c the: prm-erb about 
"""ltermdons because1t"sanv.oellcntmE"taphor Whetle"Yer I 
h.sve to decide 1bo\ll I ntw pro_pt"Ct. I can Stt m�lf tr)"'ing 
to OUT)' tw<> watermdolU.. and I stop and trunk about ho,,.. 
mucti work Ian halldk. 

w,o{rer1,oidwhert. 
ltmean5thol 
A51milorpt()Vltblr1£rtgfi5ll/1· 
lhkf ltb«OI.Js.f. 

B Write I short utk:le 1bout your favorite prOYerb. Say wtly vou like It and what It me.ns. The11 rHd 
)"OUrdu�tes' artides. Did anyone <hoose lhe u:me proverb? 

4#HWffi 
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Vocabulary notebook and Free talk 

Vocabulary notebook provides enjoyable tasks at the end of every unit to help students 

organize and write down new vocabulary. It allows students to customize their own 

vocabulary learning, working in class or at home. The Now I can ... chart, which appears on 

the page, provides a list of the main learning outcomes of the unit. This helps students focus 

on the things they can do with the language they have learned. 

wtienyou team a nrwnpr�sion. find �on 
me Internet. Type the txprtssioos into in lntttMt 
<urch eng:mewithquotalionmalbf""),aoundil,. 

1 Complete the wntencu using the words and upt"eMioni; in the bo.r.. 

bowin1 having an arsument lusslnt to take off 
tatin1 to keep your volc:e down to cut in line to shake hands 

l 1n�pan, ___ is customary whffl two people lntroduce them��s. 
2 In the United Suitt'S, h's polite ___ "rmtywhen you a� introduud to a coHeatue. 
1 In South Korea. ___ food on the subway Is conMdered rude. 
4. Jnm.any pl.acts of'NOrship inAsia,irs polite ___ yourhat artd�. 
S. In Chile, Pt1)pte often uy hello by ___ each other on tM chfflr.. 
6- In Australia, ___ k a«eptable .11 Mach rHOJU. but not in publk bulldin1s. 
7. lnTarNJ.n, ___ In publlc lsconside�d impolite. lt'Sbettff ___ . 
8. In G1Ht Britain, it's considered rude ___ . You should always wait your : . .. m. 

2 Word build� find the meaning ot the words ind upress.lons. Wfltt I tip for Heh OH ... 

b&owyournose burp offeryour �atto someont swear 

Free talk provides optional activities for future practice 

and expansion of new language and conversation 

strategies. 

Free talk 

• encourages students to use the new language in
meaningful interaction with their classmates

• presents a creative and varied range of task types,
including information-gap activities, discussions, and
games

xvi • Introduction 

• introduces a useful technique in every unit for
writing down, learning, and remembering new
vocabulary

• covers writing whole expressions or collocations;
grouping vocabulary in different ways; using charts,
mind maps, and pictures; and other techniques

Task 1 practices the technique in the Learning tip with 
a set of vocabulary taken from the unit. 

Task 2 allows students to use the same technique to 
log vocabulary they want to learn. 

On your own offers fun, creative ways to practice 
vocabulary outside of class. 

Now I can ... encourages learner autonomy by 
providing a checklist of key learning outcomes with 
which students can assess their own learning. 

1 You h•ve two minutes. Write iden that you, c.lassmates mlghl not think of. 

Thinkof ••. 
• atradition.itin!-Trunent. __ 
• a n.uional hotl:jay __ _ 
• a national sport. __ 
• a11adi1ionalh1md1craft. __ 
• afestival 
• a folksong. __ 
• a nationalfood01'd1s'I 

2 Palf work Ask your partner questions. Try to 
guess the things on his or hu list. 
A OIIC,. so whot,f l"(klr '"$-lrumt,,it ffladt (tom' 
B It's mode t,om wood. 
4 AndwMtti.Jhplo','#tJ' 

-n Do you agree? 

,,. 

1 P1ir WOR Whi.t is your opinion ilbout the Issues below? Think of two or mort reason1 
to support your view on Heh topk. 

-Well. lO H honnt, I mm• thr, sffould, (� twa ,ea sons.. first of all, . • 

Oo�UIIM,,, 

1. INl!Ufactl.nn should be IMde to l)fOduce-�lent apJllianca? 
2. c:onsumen shcMild be llftCOtM'liPd IO stDp uslnt plestk: bcJ? 
3. tdlools should be '"""" lo Pft;Mde ontr heelhw' mod fa, lunchn? 
4. ..,_.-olds ltlOuld be alDwed lowtt m MMe� olt4ecdons? 
5. wndlfta NChlnes wlft C#ldW' Ind sodl should be beMed ftoffl schools? 
6.. the spNd 1M11: should M Nduct>d to 20 fltles � hout{)2 � per how) 

on el dly strMtll 
7. hcNMwofk Jhould N:lt be P9ft ID SCUdtnts befofa hip school? 
.. .......,.IChool ...... should .. NqUndlotailll. nadorwl l'MdlnltNt? 
9 ......... lf*IIONb't.eCIIOp,OCIUcemidllldoft'lYNpto&IM? 

10. CM,..,., ofchlkhfl who,........, $kip daNs lhoukl be fined? 

lfi.i 

2 CUu •ctMty Now survey your ctnsm•les. Find som.one who answitrs no 10 H(h qu1tS1ion. 
find out why. Write his or her n•m• in the ,hart aboYe. 



Extra practice and Sounds right 

Extra practice provides additional practice of the grammar points in each lesson. 

Extra practice 

\,N'Tn lesson A " ,..t.' e 

A Complete the con11er$.1tlons. Use the simple pre!tent active or p;i,nive form of the verbs given 

Wnat ____ pe,ople ____ {wear) during(arni11al In latinAmeriu? 
Lots of people----- costumes 

What ____ Chinese (hitdrcn ____ (givtl by thei1 pannts on New Ytar's? 
Th., ____ rt'd envelopes tilled v;ith monev. 

What's tt" ITOSt popula, spon that ____ (play) by m,n c1nd women? 
Well. �ctr __ __ by bo1h me, and woml"n. So I gue!ts it"s soccer. 

Whal ___ people__ _ (eat) on Thanks1ivin1 in 1heUnitt'd Stalei;? 
Mo!tl people ____ h.:l'k.q. 

nKorea Children's O.iy ____ (celebrate) in M.;1y or in lune? 
mMay 

6. What k.1nds of things ___ (buy) durin1 thf' holidays 1n the U.S.? 
It de;>ends on the hol1dc1y. like on the Focrth of!uly, people-- - - firewo,\s and SlfJff. 

Whal kinds of events ____ (hold) during 1he traditional festivals in Japa"r 
Well. peoole ____ (danu,), and lanterns ____ (put) m fronl of1hehouses. 
Ir's realty pretty. 

"-::I 8 Pai, work Write five q1.1esllons aOOut holidays or festivals in your co1.1noy. Use: the passive. Then 
take 11.1rns asking a par1ner yo1.1rques1ions. Cal'I you 11\SWH your partner's q1.1estions? 

� Sa. wltet1 ,� t"e Orago" Boor ksr,va/ ce(ebrattdl 
T/',ot'St.:Ji(,t'scrltfHrJTrd•lt}Uflt' 

-�n LessonB ·. • ,t' •, po� 11 .,, n.,:( 

A Write the sentences about te11.ting eUquette anothtr way. Usf' verb+ ·in9 or to+ ve1b. 

Te�tingiJuringdAssis notaccep1�ble.�c�1r tq l".:d dr,,iag c/gµ. 
trs impo1t1, to text friends¥.henyou're having dione,with someone -----

3. TeJ(1ing1oo ma�umes in a daycanoffe11dpeople --- -- ---
4 tlo1 responding to a tei:t message 1Mrnediatety is acceptablf'. ___ _ 
S It's appropriate to 1eadt,;.;t mess.ages du'<ng a bus'n,ss mtttmg. __ 
6. Lening y,cn.r tut mt'ssages M-ep during a mee1in1 is not acceptable. 
7 lt"sOKnotlOS?f'IIWCrdsout infult inf'mails. ___ _ 
8 Sending a to, ofttxts to <,OM<l!'Onf' is bad manMrs. 

�I 8 Pairwo1k Ois<uss th� su1t�mf'nls abow-. Do you agree with them? Why or why not? 

,., 

Sounds right gives students practice with the sounds in 
English. 

r Sounds right 

• provides systematic practice of pronunciation

• helps students learn different pronunciations of
similarly spelled words

Extra practice 

• gives students additional controlled and freer
practice of the structures taught in each lesson

• offers opportunities for personalized grammar
practice

(((t Sounds right

'- begin 5. l'inish 9 offer 
2 continue 6. nao:ien 10. remeff'ber 
3 decldt- 7 

4 e.l.l)e<I 8 

I
. . 

....... , 

1. Sh!!;/C!!l.....i_ 
2. �l/""2!:1-
3. flare<l/sc!._rves_ 
4 anen�on ,I styti� _ 
5. b!ggy/Pl!!d_ 

1. !lfe<lion _t.__ 
2. b!._rgain_ 
3. d�,_ 
4. k.!.!_P_ 
S. p�nt_ 
6. sh�ing_ 
7.w!!!_ 

Q] 1. get around to 
02. g�aw;rywith 
0 3. ,,;going 
D 4. se!home 
LJ S. 1e!Off 

imagine 
intend 

.. . . . 

... " ... ...... 

b,�:n 

6. <!lor/5!1id_ 
7. ca�mere/fa�ion_ 
8. J>!llta-dot I polyester _ 
9 SC!!tfy/c�mfortable _ 

a. ba_!!foot 
b.�J11 
� q_rwd 
d. h�dln1 
•. �lh:nd 
f. P!2_Ple 
g. �ce 

0 6. 1et01Jtof 
01. g,;011er 
0 8. ge;,eady 
0 9. 1e! lhf' fHling 

l 
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Introduction to the CEFR 

Introduction to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) 

The overall aim of the Council of Europe's Common 

European Framework of Reference (CEFR) is to provide 

objective criteria for describing and assessing language 

proficiency in an internationally comparable manner. The 

Council of Europe's work on the definition of appropriate 

learning objectives for adult language learners dates back 

to the 1970s. The influential Threshold series O. A. van 

Ek and). L. M. Trim, Cambridge University Press, 1991) 

provides a detailed description in functional, notional, 

grammatical, and sociocultural terms of what a language 

user needs to be able to do in order to communicate 

effectively in the sort of situations commonly 

encountered in everyday life. Three levels of proficiency 

are identified, called Waystage, Threshold, and Vantage 

(roughly corresponding to Elementary, Intermediate, and 

Upper Intermediate). 

The Threshold series was followed in 2001 by the 

publication of the Common European Framework of 

Reference, which describes six levels of communicative 

ability in terms of competences or "can do" statements: 

Al (Breakthrough), A2 (Waystage), Bl (Threshold), 

B2 (Vantage), Cl (Effective Operational Proficiency), and 

C2 (Mastery). Based on the CEFR descriptors, the Council 

of Europe also developed the European Language 

Portfolio, a document that enables learners to assess 

their language ability and to keep an internationally 

recognized record of their language learning experience. 

Touchstone Second Edition and the Common European Framework 
of Reference 

The table below shows how Touchstone Second Edition correlates with the Council of Europe's levels 

and with some major international examinations. 

Sources: http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/about-us/what-we-do/international-language-standards/ 

http:/ /www.ets.org/Media/Research/pdf/CEF _Mapping_Study _Interim_Report.pdf 

http://www.sprachenmarkt.de/fileadmin/sprachenmarkt/ets_images/ TOEIC _ Can-do-table_ CEFR_2008.pdf 
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Corpus frequency 

The top 500 spoken words 
This is a list of the top 500 words in spoken North American English. It is based on a sample 
of four and a half million words of conversation from the Cambridge English Corpus. The most 

frequent word, I, is at the top of the list. 

40 really 79 see 

2 and 41 with 80 how 

3 the 42 he 81 they're 

4 you 43 one 82 kind 

5 uh 44 are 83 here 

6 to 45 this 84 from 

7 a 46 there 85 did 

8 that 47 I'm 86 something 

9 it 48 all 87 too 

10 of 49 if 88 more 

11 yeah 50 no 89 very 

12 know 51 get 90 want 

13 in 52 about 91 little 

14 like 53 at 92 been 

15 they 54 out 93 things 

16 have 55 had 94 an 

17 so 56 then 95 you're 

18 was 57 because 96 said 

19 but 58 go 97 there's 

20 is 59 up 98 I've 

21 it's 60 she 99 much 

22 we 61 when 100 where 

23 huh 62 them 101 two 

24 just 63 can 102 thing 

25 oh 64 would 103 her 

26 do 65 as 104 didn't 

27 don't 66 me 105 other 

28 that's 67 mean 106 say 

29 well 68 some 107 back 

30 for 69 good 108 could 

31 what 70 got 109 their 

32 on 71 OK 110 our 

33 think 72 people 111 guess 

34 right 73 now 112 yes 

35 not 74 going 113 way 

36 um 75 were 114 has 

37 or 76 lot 115 down 

38 my 77 your 116 we're 

39 be 78 time 117 any 

;J;
b

:�:J(Jh 
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118 he's 163 school 208 another 

119 work 164 look 209 car 

120 take 165 still 210 true 

121 even 166 around 211 whole 

122 those 167 anything 212 whatever 

123 over 168 kids 213 twenty 

124 probably 169 first 214 after 

125 him 170 does 215 ever 

126 who 171 need 216 find 

127 put 172 us 217 care 

128 years 173 should 218 better 

129 sure 174 talking 219 hard 

130 can't 175 last 220 haven't 

131 pretty 176 thought 221 trying 

132 gonna 177 doesn't 222 give 

133 stuff 178 different 223 I'd 

134 come 179 money 224 problem 

135 these 180 long 225 else 

136 by 181 used 226 remember 

137 into 182 getting 227 might 

138 went 183 same 228 again 

139 make 184 four 229 pay 

140 than 185 every 230 try 

141 year 186 new 231 place 

142 three 187 everything 232 part 

143 which 188 many 233 let 

144 home 189 before 234 keep 

145 will 190 though 235 children 

146 nice 191 most 236 anyway 

147 never 192 tell 237 came 

148 only 193 being 238 six 

149 his 194 bit 239 family 

150 doing 195 house 240 wasn't 

151 cause 196 also 241 talk 

152 off 197 use 242 made 

153 I' II 198 through 243 hundred 

154 maybe 199 feel 244 night 

155 real 200 course 245 call 

156 why 201 what's 246 saying 

157 big 202 old 247 dollars 

158 actually 203 done 248 live 

159 she's 204 sort 249 away 

160 day 205 great 250 either 

161 five 206 bad 251 read 

162 always 207 we've 252 having 
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253 far 299 child 345 help 

254 watch 300 thirty 346 nothing 

255 week 301 buy 347 parents 

256 mhm 302 person 348 room 

257 quite 303 working 349 today 

258 enough 304 half 350 makes 

259 next 305 looking 351 stay 

260 couple 306 someone 352 mom 

261 own 307 coming 353 sounds 

262 wouldn't 308 eight 354 change 

263 ten 309 love 355 understand 

264 interesting 310 everybody 356 such 

265 am 311 able 357 gone 

266 sometimes 312 we'll 358 system 

267 bye 313 life 359 comes 

268 seems 314 may 360 thank 

269 heard 315 both 361 show 

270 goes 316 type 362 thousand 

271 called 317 end 363 left 

272 point 318 least 364 friends 

273 ago 319 told 365 class 

274 while 320 saw 366 already 

275 fact 321 college 367 eat 

276 once 322 ones 368 small 

277 seen 323 almost 369 boy 

278 wanted 324 since 370 paper 

279 isn't 325 days 371 world 

280 start 326 couldn't 372 best 

281 high 327 gets 373 water 

282 somebody 328 guys 374 myself 

283 let's 329 god 375 run 

284 times 330 country 376 they'll 

285 guy 331 wait 377 won't 

286 area 332 yet 378 movie 

287 fun 333 believe 379 cool 

288 they've 334 thinking 380 news 

289 you've 335 funny 381 number 

290 started 336 state 382 man 

291 job 337 until 383 basically 

292 says 338 husband 384 nine 

293 play 339 idea 385 enjoy 

294 usually 340 name 386 bought 

295 wow 341 seven 387 whether 

296 exactly 342 together 388 especially 

297 took 343 each 389 taking 

298 few 344 hear 390 sit 
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391 book 428 knew 465 easy 

392 fifty 429 pick 466 stop 

393 months 430 important 467 percent 

394 women 431 ask 468 hand 

395 month 432 hour 469 gosh 

396 found 433 deal 470 top 

397 side 434 mine 471 cut 

398 food 435 reason 472 computer 

399 looks 436 credit 473 tried 

400 summer 437 dog 474 gotten 

401 hmm 438 group 475 mind 

402 fine 439 turn 476 business 

403 hey 440 making 477 anybody 

404 student 441 American 478 takes 

405 agree 442 weeks 479 aren't 

406 mother 443 certain 480 question 

407 problems 444 less 481 rather 

408 city 445 must 482 twelve 

409 second 446 dad 483 phone 

410 definitely 447 during 484 program 

411 spend 448 lived 485 without 

412 happened 449 forty 486 moved 

413 hours 450 air 487 gave 

414 war 451 government 488 yep 

415 matter 452 eighty 489 case 

416 supposed 453 wonderful 490 looked 

417 worked 454 seem 491 certainly 

418 company 455 wrong 492 talked 

419 friend 456 young 493 beautiful 

420 set 457 places 494 card 

421 minutes 458 girl 495 walk 

422 morning 459 happen 496 married 

423 between 460 sorry 497 anymore 

424 music 461 living 498 you'll 

425 close 462 drive 499 middle 

426 leave 463 outside 500 tax 

427 wife 464 bring 
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Contents and Learning outcomes 

Unlt1 

Interesting 
lives 
pages 1-10 

Unit 2 

Personal 
tastes 
pages 11-20 

Unit3 

World 
cultures 
pages 21-30 

•if.t,,,;i�. ". . ... ,,, .. ,_' ,., ·;--: ..

ii:\�'/ '�,,\':/.�< � {,:'·':, ':�{ ... : � }�: l 

arning outcomes �\','·. 
\ � ' . � r� 

- . 
• Ask questions to get to know someone 

• Tell interesting stories about my life 

• Highlight key moments in a story 

• Highlight important information in a story 

• Understand a conversation about an accident 

• Understand a podcast about an athlete's life story 

• Read about a person who overcame an obstacle 

• Write an anecdote about facing a challenge 

• Talk about my tastes in clothes and fashion 

• Compare how people look different over time 

• Describe patterns, materials, and styles of clothing 

• Show I understand by summarizing what people say 

• Use Now to introduce follow-up questions 

• Understand people discussing food, music, and movies 

• Understand people discussing trends 

• Read an article about how to develop a personal style 

• Write interview questions and answers 

Grammar 

• Simple and continuous 

verbs (review) 

• Verb complements: verb + 
-ing or to + verb 

Extra practice 

• Comparisons with (not)
as ... as 

• Negative questions 

Extra practice 

• Talk about my country's cultural traditions • The simple present passive 

• Talk about manners, customs, and appropriate • Verb+ -ing and to+ verb 

behavior in my country • Position of not

• Use expressions like to be honest to sound more direct Extra practice
• Use of course to show I understand or agree 

• Understand a conversation about living away from home 

• Understand people explaining proverbs 

• Read an article about proverbs 

• Write an article about a favorite proverb 

I • t 

• Verbs followed by verb + 

-ing or to+ verb 

• Colors, patterns, materials, 

and styles of clothing 

• Cultural items, icons, and 

events 

• Manners, customs, and 

culturally appropriate 

behavior 

Checkpoint Units 1-3 pages 31-32 

Unit4 

Socializing 
pages 33-42 

Units 

Law and order 
pages43-52 

• Talk about going out and socializing 

• Talk about things I am supposed to do, things I think 

will happen, or plans that changed 

• Check my understanding with "statement questions" 

• Use so in different ways 

• Understand people discussing their evening plans 

• Understand someone talk about his social style 

• Read an article about introverts and extroverts 

• Write an article about my social style 

• Talk about what the legal age should be 

• Discuss rules, regulations, crime, and punishment 

• Use expressions to organize what I say 

• Show someone has a valid argument 

• Understand a conversation about a crime 

• Understand a class debate about changing the law 

• Read an article about privacy issues with smartphones 

• Write a comment responding to a web article 

Unit 6 • Talk about coincidences and superstitions 

• Order events in the past and say why things happened 
Sbange events • Show things I have in common 

pages 53-62 • Repeat ideas in other words to be clear 

• Use just to make what I say softer or stronger 

• Understand someone talking about a coincidence 

• Understand conversations about superstitions 

• Read an article about identical twins 

• Write about a family story 

• be supposed to; was I were • Expressions with get

going to 

• Inseparable phrasal verbs 

Extra practice 

• The passive of modal verbs 

• get passive vs. be passive 

• catch + person + verb + -ing 

Extra practice 

• The past perfect 

• Responses with so and 

neither

Extra practice 

• Rules and regulations 

• Crimes and offenses, the 

people who commit them, 

and punishments 

• Strange events 

• Superstitions from around 

the world 

Checkpoint Units 4-6 pages 63-64 
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• I 

Speaking naturally 

• Reductions of auxiliary 

verbs and the pronoun you 
in questions 

Sounds right 

• Word stress 

Speaking naturally 

• Linking words with the 

same consonant sound 

Sounds right 

• Are the sounds the same or 

different? 

Speaking naturally 

• Silent syllables in which 

unstressed vowels are not 

pronounced 

Sounds right 

• Matching vowel sounds 

Speaking naturally 

• Intonation of sentences 

when you are sure vs. when 
you are checking 

Sounds right 

• Pronunciation of get before 

vowels and consonants 

Speaking naturally 

• Saying conversational 

expressions 

Sounds right 

• Which sound in each group 

is different? 

Speaking naturally 

• Stressing new information 

Sounds right 

• Vowels with consonant 

sounds /y/ and /w/ 



I 

Interaction l.. N\r • 
Skill Self study 

i•" 

Conversation : Vocabulary 
strategies ' Listening Reading Writing Free talk 

notebook 
• Use the present tense to A lucky escape Blind Chef Christine Ha Facing a challenge An Interview with • • • Mattaes 

highlight key moments in • Listen for details in a Crowned "MasterChef" • Write a story about a • Pair work: Complete • Write down the verb 
a story story, and retell it with a • A news story about a time in your life when interesting questions to forms that can follow 

• Use this and these to partner woman who lost her you faced a challenge ask a classmate; then new verbs, and use 

highlight important Facing a challenge vision and how she won • Format for writing an interview each other and them in sentences 

people, things, and 
• Listen to a true story and 

a prize as a TV chef anecdote or a story note your partner's 
events in a story 

answer questions 
answers 

• Show understanding by Broad tastes How ta develop your Style Interview What's popular? Blue suede shoes 
summarizing things • Listen for details and personal style • Write questions to • Group work: Discuss • Find and label pictures 
people say answer questions; then • An article about interview a partner on questions about current that illustrate new words 

• Use now to introduce a listen and choose the developing a personal his or her personal style; popular tastes and how 

follow-up question on a best responses style write answers to your tastes have changed 

different aspect of a topic Keeping up with trends partner's questions 

• Listen to four people talk • Punctuation review: 

about trends, identify comma, dash, and 

the topics they discuss, exclamation mark 

and answer questions 

• Use expressions like in Away from home Proverbs: The wisdom that Explain a proverb Traditions Travel etiquette 
fact to sound more direct • Listen to a woman talk binds us together • Write an article about • Pair work: Ask yes-no • Find examples of new 
when you speak about being away from • An article about the your favorite proverb questions to guess words and expressions 

• Use of caurse to give home, and choose true study of proverbs and how it relates to traditional cultural items you have learned in 

information that is not statements your life magazines, in 

surprising, or to show Favorite proverbs • Useful expressions for newspapers, and on the 

you understand or agree 
• Listen to people talk writing about proverbs Internet 

about proverbs; number or sayings 

and match them with 

English equivalents 

Checkpoint Units 1-3 pages 31-32 

• Check your Going aut Examining the "Extrovert Extrovert or Introvert? Pass on the musage Get this/ 
understanding by using • Listen to a couple Ideal" • Write an article about • Class activity: Play a • Expressions with get in 
statement questions discussing their evening • A magazine article about your own social style as game where you pass a context 

• Use so to start or close a plans a book on introverts an extrovert, an message to a classmate 
topic, to check your Extrovert or Introvert? living in an extroverted Introvert, or a little of through another 
understanding, to 

• Take a quiz; then listen 
society both classmate, and then tell 

pause, or to let someone 
to a woman describe her • Uses of as the class about the 

draw a conclusion 
social style, and answer 

message you received 

the quiz as she would 

• Organize your views with We got robbed/ I• your smartphan, tao Posting a comment on a Do you agree? It's a crime/ 
expressions like First • Listen to a conversation; smart far your awn good? web article • Pair work: Discuss • Write down new words In 
{of al/J answer questions and • An article about online • Write a comment controversial topics word charts that group 

• Use That's a good point check true sentences Invasions of privacy responding to the on line related Ideas together by 
to show someone has a Different points of view article about privacy topic 
valid argument 

• Listen to a debate, 
Issues 

answer questions, and • Use because, since, and 

respond to different as to give reasons 

views 

• Repeat your Ideas In It's a small world/ Separated at birth, thin Amazing family star/es What do you b1/l,v1 In? Keep your ftng11rs crosud. 
another way to make • Listen to a story, and happily r,unlt1d • Write a true story from • Group work: Discuss • Use word webs to group 
your meaning clear answer questions • An article about the true your own family history unusual beliefs and new sayings or 

• Use justto make your Lucky or not? story of twins who found • Prepositional time strange events In your superstitions by topic· 
meaning stronger or 

• Listen to people talk 
each other after growing clauses life 

softer 
about superstitions; 

up In different adoptive 

decide if things are lucky 
families 

or unlucky; write down 

the superstitions 

Checkpoint Units 4-6 pages63-64 
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Unlt7 
1Problem
solving 

pages65-74 

.ming outcomes 

• Talk about things you have other people do for you 
• Talk about things that need to be fixed 
• Use short sentences in informal conversations 
• Use expressions like Uh-oh when something goes 

wrong 
• Understand a conversation about planning an event 

Write a proposal presenting a solution to a problem 
�

Understand people talk about things they need to fix 
Read an article about problem-solving skills 

-- ---
Units 
I Behavior
pages 75-84 

Unlt9 
Material 
world 
pages85-94 

Talk hypothetically about reactions and behavior 
• Describe emotions and personal qualities 
• Speculate about the past 
• Share experiences 

• Use like in informal conversations 
• Understand people sharing experiences 
• Understand a conversation about rude behavior 
• Read an article on making apologies 
• Write a note of apology 

• Talk about possessions and materialism 
• Discuss money management 
• Report things that people said and asked 

• Report the content of conversations 

• Quote other people or sources of information 
• Understand an interview about possessions 

• Understand people say what they couldn't live without 
• Read a blog about decluttering 
• Write a survey article about possessions 

Grammar 

• Causative get and have 
• need+ passive infinitive 

and need+ verb+ -ing 
Extra practice 

• Past medals would have, 
should have, could have 

• Past mod a ls for speculation 
Extra practice 

• Reported speech 
• Reported questions 
Extra practice 

�-�·:,:;;.,�' ::.-?:n:�) ; ' .' \ r, l 

Vocabulary · 

• Errands 
• Household problems 

• Emotions and personal 
qualities 

• Expressions describing 
behavior 

• Expressions to describe 

ownership and possession 
I• Money 

I 

Checkpoint Units 7-9 pages 95-96

Unit 10 
Fame 
pages 97-106 

Unit 11 
Trends 
pages 107-116 

Unit 12 
Careers 

pages 117-126 

• Talk hypothetically about the past using if clauses 

• Talk about celebrities and being famous 
• Use tag questions to give views or check information 
• Use tag questions to soften advice 

• Answer difficult questions 

• Understand someone giving advice 
• Read an article about child stars 

• Write a profile of a successful person 

• Talk about social changes 

• Talk about environmental problems 

• Link ideas with expressions like although, because of, 
in order to, and instead 

• Refer back to points made earlier in the conversation 

• Use formal vague expressions 

• Understand a discussion about workplace trends 

• Read an article about success via the Internet 

• Use if clauses with the past 
perfect form of the verb to 
talk hypothetically about 
the past 

• Tag questions 

1 
Extra practice 

I 

I 

• Passive of present 
continuous and present 
perfect

• Linking ideas 

Extra practice 

• Write a post for a website about technology 
--1 -

• Talk about career planning and job prospects 
• Highlight important information 
• Talk about my future career plans 

• Use expressions to introduce what I say 
• Say I don't know if ... to involve others 
• Understand a conversation with a personal trainer 
• Understand a discussion about a job advertisement 
• Read an article about preparing for a job interview 

• What clauses and long 

I noun phrases as subjects 

• The future continuous and I future perfect 
Extra practice 

I 

• Expressions to describe 
becoming famous, being 
famous, and losing fame 

• Expressions to describe 
change 

I • Environmental problems 

i 

• Expressions to describe a 

I job search 
• Areas of work, professions, 

and jobs 

c'\'', •'., 
Pronunciation,· 

Speaking naturally 
• Short question and 

statement intonation 
Sounds right 

" 

• Categorizing vowel sounds 

Speaking naturally 
• Reduction of have in past 

mod a ls 
Sounds right 
• Are the sounds the same or 

different? 

I Speaking naturally 

1

• 
�
n

����:�:� �!:��shed and 

I 
Sounds right 
• Silent letters 

Speaking naturally 
• Intonation of tag questions 
Sounds right 
• Weak syllables 

Speaking naturally 
• Reducing auxiliary verbs 

1 Sounds right 
• Which sound in each group 

is different? 

Speaking naturally 
• Stressing I and you 
Sounds right 
• Categorizing vowel sounds 

• Write a cover letter for a job application L-------------
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Interaction 

Conversation 
strategies 

• Speak informally in 

"shorter sentences" 

• Use expressions like 

Uh-oh! and Oops! when 

something goes wrong 

• Use expressions such as 

That reminds me (of) . . .

to share experiences 

• Use like informally in 

conversation 

• Report the content of 

conversations you have 

had 

• Quote other people or 

other sources of 

information 

• Use tag questions to 

soften advice and give 

encouragement 

• Answer difficult 

questions with 
expressions like 

It's hard to say

• Refer back to points 

made earlier in a 

conversation

• Use more formal vague 

expressions like and so

forth and etc.

• Introduce what you say 

with expressions like 

The best part was 

(that) ...

• Use I don't know if . .. to 

introduce a statement 

and involve the other 

person in the topic 

Wedding on a budget 

• Listen to people plan a 

wedding; check what 

they agree on and what 

they'll do themselves 

Rx/ti 

• Match conversations 

with pictures; then 

check which problems 

were solved 

Similar experiences 

• Listen to two people share 

experiences, and number 

the incidents in order; then 

answer questions 

Good and bad apologies 

• Listen to conversations; 

match the people to the 

apologies; then decide if 

they were effective 

Who's materialistic? 

• Listen to someone answer 

questions, and take notes; 

then reoort his answers 

I couldn't live without ••• 

• Listen to four people talk 

about things they 

couldn't live without, and 

complete a chart; then 

listen and write 

responses to opinions 

Great advice 

• Listen to a conversation 

and answer questions 

Success Is ... 

. Listen to four 
conversations about 

success, and complete 

a char. 

Trends In the workplace 

• Listen to conversations 

about trends, and identify 

advantages and 

disadvantages 

Trends in technology 

• Listen to four people talk 

about trends, and write 

notes on their views 

An Interesting Job 

• Listen to a personal 

trainer talk about her 

job; write notes 

A fabulous opportunity/ 

• Complete a job ad, and 

listen to check and 

answer questions 

� 

Reading Writing Free talk 

Developing your A good solution Who gets help with 

prab/em-so/vlng skills • Write a proposal something? 

• An article about an presenting a solution to • Class activity: Ask and 

interesting problem- a problem at work answer questions to find 

solving technique • Format for presenting a out who gets help 

problem and its solution 

Apologies: The key to A note of apology How did you read? 

maintaining friendship • Write an email • Group work: Tell a story 

• An article about the apologizing for about an incident, and 

importance of something listen and respond to 

apologizing and • Expressions for writing a classmates' stories 

suggesting ways to do note of apology 
so 

This Stuff's Gotta Go! I couldn't live without . • . Material things 

• A blog post about a . Write an article about • Pair work: Ask and 

woman who declutters your classmates and answer questions about 

her home things they feel they material things 

couldn't live without 

• Use of reporting verbs 

for direct speech and 

reported speech 

Checkpoint Units 7-9 pages 95-96 

Three Child Stars Who A success story Quotations 

Beat the Odds • Write a paragraph about • Group work: Define 

• A magazine article about someone you know who success 

actors who have has achieved success, 

managed to avoid "Child and explain why that 

Star Syndrome• person became 

successful 

• Topic and supporting 

sentences in a paragraph 

The Internet - The new Trends In technology What's trending? 

pathway to success? • Write a comment on a • Group work: Discuss 

• An article about the web article about trends trends 

recent trend of using the in technology 

Internet to become • Expressions for 
successful describing trends 

Ace that Interview! A fabulous opportunity! The best person for the job 

• An article about how to • Write a cover letter in • Group work: Interview 

answer the most response to an ad the members of your

common questions in • Format for writing a group for a job 

job interviews cover letter for a job 

application 

Checkpoint Units 10-12 pages127-128 

Vocabulary 
notebook 

Damaged goods 

• Find out if new words 
have different forms that 

can express the same 

idea, and use them in 

sentences 

People watching 

• Learn new vocabulary by 

making a connection 

with something or 

someone you know, and 

write true sentences 

Get rich! 

• When you learn a new 

word, notice its 

collocations - the words 

that a re used with it 

Do your best! 

• Learn new idioms by 

writing example 

sentences that explain 

or clarify meaning 

Try to explain it! 

• Write definitions in your 

own words to help you 

learn the meaning of 

new words and 

expressions 

From accountant to 

zoologist 

• When you learn a new 

word, learn other words 

with the same root as 

well as common 

collocations to expand 

your vocabulary quickly 
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Useful language for . . . 

Working in groups 

We're on number ___ _ 

We still need more time - just a few more minutes. 

One interesting thing we found out 
was that _____ _ 
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Checking with the teacher 

Would it be all right if I missed our class 
tomorrow? I have to ___ _ 

I'm sorry I missed the last class. What do I need 
to do to catch up? 

I'm sorry. I haven't finished my homework. 
I was going to do it last night, but ___ _ 

Will we be reviewing this before the next test? 

" "means" ____ ," doesn't it? 
It's a regular verb, isn't it? 

I'm not sure I understand what we're supposed to do. 
Could you explain the activity again, please? 



Ideas for large classroom management . , 

English language classrooms with large numbers of Ss 

are becoming more and more common. The following 

practical tips can help manage large classes, leading to 

tasks that work more smoothly, and thus to Ss' learning 

more efficiently and effectively. 

Use organized groupings when 
doing whole-class speaking tasks 

This grouping technique can be used for class interviews, 

surveys, and grammar Q&As. 

• Have Ss gather in groups of five or eight or ten. Two

groups form circles, one an inner circle and one an

outer circle, facing each other. Ss ask questions of

the person facing them, taking turns asking and

answering. When finished, those in the inner circle

rotate clockwise and face a different S. Ss repeat the

interview process.

• To make the rotation go smoothly. you may want to 

establish a set time for the questioning, depending on 

the nature of the task. such as 30 seconds or a minute,

and then give a signal for Ss to rotate.

• For a variation, instead of having Ss form circles as

described above, have Ss stand in two facing lines. Ss

facing each other take turns asking and answering

questions. On your signal, the S at the front of one

line goes to the back of that line, and all the other

Ss in that line move one place forward. Ss repeat the

interviewing process.

Divide the class for listening 
activities 

If it is not possible for all Ss to hear the audio recording, 

for example, if there is a lot of distracting noise or the 

audio equipment is inadequate, divide the class in half. 

Give one half a task to do individually, in small groups. 

or in pairs, for example, one of the Extra Activity tasks or 

homework tasks found in this Touchstone Second Edition

Teacher's Edition. Have the other half of the class move 

near the audio equipment and do the listening task. 

When the task is finished, have the halves switch roles, 

with the other half doing the listening. 

Establish and use signals to 
facilitate smooth classroom 
operation 
• Establish a simple set of teacher signals to indicate 

specific classroom commands, for example, be quiet,

stop the task you are doing, and time for a task is

up. Some suggestions for signals to use include the

following; clapping your hands, turning lights on and

off, ringing a bell, or knocking on the desk.

• Also establish a set of signals for Ss. Ss can signal that

they have finished a task, such as by putting their fists

on their desks and raising their thumbs, placing their

textbooks in an upright position on their desks, or 

putting down their pens or pencils.

Consult with other teachers 

Find out what techniques other teachers have used 

successfully to manage their large classes. Sometimes 

very simple ideas can have a significant impact on 

improving the practical aspects of classroom learning. 

Sharing class management issues and solutions with 

other teachers is an excellent way of learning from others' 

experience. Your peers are a wonderful resource. 
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UNIT� 

Interesting Lives 

Lesson A Interviews 
Grammar Simple and continuous verbs (review) 

(See Student's Book p. 3.) 

The lesson reviews the simple and continuous forms of the 
present tense, the present perfect, and the past tense. 

Form 

The grammar chart includes verb structures taught in 
previous Touchstone levels. Detailed information about form 
and use for these structures can be found in the Language 
Notes for the following units: 

Simple present 

Level l, Units 4 and 5 

Level 2, Units 1 and 3 

Simple past 

Level 1, Units 10 and 11 

Level 2, Unit 5 

Present perfect 

Level 3, Unit 2 

Present continuous 

Level 1, Unit 7 

Level 2, Unit 3 

Past continuous 

Level 2, Unit 9 

Present perfect continuous 

Level 3, Unit 10 

Use 

Simple forms 

In general, the simple form of verbs is used to describe 
events and situations that are completed, factual, 
permanent, or repeated. 

Continuous forms 

The continuous form of verbs is generally used to describe 
events and situations that are in progress or temporary. 

Lesson B It's a Long story! 
Vocabulary Verbs with verb complements 

(See Student's Book pp. 4-5.) 

The lesson presents a number of useful verbs, many 
already known by Ss, that are often followed by verb 
complements, either verb + -ing or to + verb. (For more 
information, see Grammar below.) 

Grammar Verb complements: verb+ -ing or to+ verb 

(See Student's Book p. 5.) 

Form 

• Verb + verb + -ing

He considered taking the job.

• Verb + particle I preposition + verb + -ing

He ended up taking the job.

Unit 1 • Language notes • A 

• With some verbs (e.g., live, work), there is little difference 
in meaning between the simple and continuous forms. 

How long have you lived here? OR How long have you been
living here?

Where do you work? OR Where are you working?

• Some verbs (e.g., know, like, love, understand) are not
normally used in the continuous.

Do you krww him? (NOT Are you knowing him?)

G Corpus information Simple forms vs.
continuous forms 

In conversation, the simple form of verbs is generally more 
common. For example, the simple present is approximately 
six times more common than the present continuous, and 
the present perfect is about ten times more frequent than 
the present perfect continuous. 

Common errors with simple and continuous verbs 

Students may use the past continuous for completed 
events instead of the simple past. 

My birthday was great. My friends came to visit. (NOT My 
ffl6fleJS V.'6R3 eerR.iRfj te visit.) 

Speaking naturally Reductions in questions 

(See Student's Book p. 3.) 

This section reviews the reduction of the auxiliary verbs do, 

did, are, and have, and the pronoun you in wh- questions. 

How long have you been 

Why are you learning 

What do you like 

What did you do 

He wasn't planning on taking the job. 

• Verb + to + verb

He decided to take the job.

Use 

• Verb + -ing or to + verb

Some verbs can be followed only by the form verb + -ing,
and some can be followed only by the form to + verb. Verb 
+ particle I preposition can be followed only by the form
verb+ -ing.

• Verb + -ing or to + verb with the same meaning

Verbs such as begi,n, bother. start, like, and love can be
followed by either form with little or no difference in 
meaning.

I began to do the work. (= I began doing the work.)



• Verb + -ing or to + verb with a different meaning

The verbs remember, stop, and try can be followed by either
form but with a difference in meaning.

I remember calling my mother last week.(= I remember
now that I called her last week.)

I remember to call my mother every day. ( = I remember.
then I call her.; I remember I have to call her.)

I stopped talking to him.(= I no longer spoke to him.)
I stopped to talk to him. (= I finished what I was doing and
started speaking to him.)

It was very hot. I tried opening the window, but it didn't get
any cooler. (= I experimented by opening it. It suggests you
did open it.)

It was very hot. I tried to open the window, but it was stuck. 
(= I attempted to open it. This suggests you couldn't 
open it.) 

G Corpus information Verb + -ing and to+ verb

In conversation 

Begin, bother, continue, like, love, and hate are followed 
more often by to + verb. Start is followed more often by 
verb+ -ing. 

After begin and continue, the form to + verb is about four 
times more frequent than the form verb+ -ing. Try+ to+ 
verb is over twenty times more common than try + verb + 
-ing. Start, stop, and remember are usually followed by
verb+ -ing.

Common errors with verb + -ing and to + verb

Ss may use to + verb after verbs that must be followed by
verb+ -ing.

I finished reading the ad. (NOT I fifl,shed ro ,«ead fhe ad.)

I considered applying; (NOT : e6ftSidered ro appi').)

I don't mind worl<ing hard. (NOT,' derl't fflir'lf1 ro wo,'1<: lial'fi.)

Lesson c We're both getting scared .... 
Conversation strategy Highlighting key moments 
in a story 

(See Student's Book p. 6.) 

In conversation, when people tell stories about things that 
happened in the past, they often change the tense they use 
from past to present for important events that they want to 
highlight. This makes these events sound more dramatic. 
It is important to note that this is something Ss can do in 
conversation, but it should be avoided in writing. 

Lesson D Against the odds 
Reading tip 
The Reading Tip tells Ss to read the quotes in a news story 
first. They often provide a quick summary of the story. 
Getting a general idea of a story first can help you be a better 
reader and follow the details more easily. 

Help note Writing an anecdote or a story 

(See Student's Book p. 9.) 

• The Help Note gives Ss a basic outline for how to write
(or tell) an anecdote or story. These are the basic steps, as
illustrated in the example provided (see Student's Book
p. 9). These elements can also be found in Christine Ha's
story (see Student's Book p. 8).

Strategy plus This and these in stories 

(See Student's Book p. 7.) 

When people tell stories, they often highlight important 
people, things, or events by using this and these in front of 
the words, instead of a(n) and some. This makes the things 
sound more "immediate" and, therefore, more important. 

1. Set the general time or place.

From the moment she took those first tentative steps onto the
national stage, amateur chef Christine Ha captured Americas
heart.

2. Set the time or place of the particular incident.

Ha lost nearly all of her eyesight about five years ago ...

3. Describe what happened.

She started her own blog, which is how the producers of
"Master Chef" discovered her.

4. End the story and (if possible) link the events to now.

Now an official "MasterChef, "Ha said, '1 just want people to 
realize that thy have it in themselves if they really want to," 
she said. 
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Interesting lives 
Teach this unit opener page together with Lesson A in one class period. 

Introduce the theme of the unit Say, "When you hear that someone has an interesting 
life, what things come to mind?" Ask a few Ss, and write their ideas on the board (e.g., his 
or her occupation, accomplishments, travels, hobbies or interests, sports, circle of friends, life 
experiences). Ask several Ss, "Which of these things do you personally think lead to an 
interesting life?" 

In this unit, you learn how to ... 

• Unit aims Read the lesson headings and key unit aims
aloud. Tell Ss to listen and read along.

Before you begin ... 

Introduce the ideas for interesting lives Say, "Look at 
the four pictures. They show what different people do to 
have interesting lives." 

Tell Ss to look at Before You Begin. Read the first question 
aloud. Say, "Look at the woman in picture 1. What's she 
doing? Ask a few Ss for their ideas (e.g., She's looking at the 
stars I planets. She might be watching an eclipse. Maybe she 
studies astronomy.). 

• Say, "Work with a partner. Talk about what you think
the people in the other pictures do to have interesting
lives." When Ss finish, for each picture, ask a few pairs to
share their ideas with the class (e.g., Picture 2: She's doing
a job that has traditionally been done by men. Picture 3: He's 
hang-gliding. so he probably likes to do other risky things. 
Picture 4: He's blowing glass I a glass artist. He's artistic. He 
makes things, so he's creative, and most creative people are 
interesting.). 

�;> Recycle grammar and conversation strategies 
The task recycles language items that Ss learned in 
Touchstone Student's Book 3 which relate to telling about 
interesting people they know: 1. grammar - using modal 
verbs for speculating (see Touchstone Student's Book 3, 
Unit 11, Lesson A); and 2. conversation strategies - using 
always+ a continuous verb to describe individual habits (see 
Touchstone Student's Book 3, Unit 1, Lesson C); and using 
superlatives for emphasis (see Touchstone Student's Book 3, 
Unit 3, Lesson C). 

T-1 • Unit 1 • Language notes

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS I CLASS 

Ss look at the content of the unit. Write on the board: 

1. Where is Melida Cortez the Student of the Month?

2. Whose story is told in Lesson 8?

3. What happened to Mateo and Bryan?

4. What is Christine Ha's talent?

Ss call out the answers. [1. the college's English 
Department (p. 2); 2. Dan Anderson's (p. 4); 3. They got 
lost (while they were hiking). (p. 6); 4. cooking (p.8)] 

• Tell Ss to look at Before You Begin again. Ask, "Do you
know anyone who does things like these? Elicit answers
from the class.

• Have Ss form small groups and ask, "Do you know any
interesting people? Why are they interesting?" (e.g., SJ: 

Gina, do you know any interesting people? S2: Let me think.
I guess my friend Connie is pretty interesting. S3: Why do
you think she's interesting? S2: For one thing. she's incredibly
smart and creative. Sl: What interesting things does she do?
S2: Well, she's a.film student, so she's always seeing really
interesting movies. Sl: That must get pretty expensive. S2:
Not really. She sees most of them at the school. Oh, and she's
making a movie with some other students right now. She has
the most exciting life.0.

• Have each group decide which of the people they talked
about is the most interesting. Have a group member tell
the class about the person they chose.

Extra activity PAIRS 

Pairs decide which of the people from the Before You 
Begin task they would most like to meet and think of three 

questions they would like to ask the person. Ss report 
their choices and give their reasons, as well as the 

questions they would like to ask. Assign a S to keep track 

of the people who are mentioned. The class finds out 

which person sounds the most interesting to them. 



Lesson A Interviews 

Q Getting started

• Set the scene Say, "How do interesting people come
to our attention? What are some ways we find out about
them?" Elicit ideas from the class (e.g., social networking
sites, biogs, e-magazines, newspapers, magazines,Jriends).

A 

• Preview and do the task Say, "Sometimes we get to
know about interesting people from friends. Do you know
someone that other people should get to know? Tell the 
class about him or her." Have a S read the example aloud.
Call on Ss to talk about a friend. Say, "Now look at the
woman in the photo. What do you think she does in her
spare time?" Elicit answers (e.g. art, painting).

B ._l)) 1.02 

• Preview the task Read the title of the article aloud. Note
the usual American English pronunciation of this name:
Melida /m;}Hyd�/ Cortez /brtcz/ or /k:5rtcz/.

• Say, "Look at the newsletter from the English Department
of a university. Who is being interviewed?" [Melida Cortez)
Ask, "Why is she being interviewed?" [Because she's
Student of the Month.] Ask, "How do you think the English
Department chooses its Student of the Month?" Write Ss'
ideas on the board (e.g.,goodgrades, most improvement in
grades, good attendance, good attitude, outside interests or
hobbies, new student).

• Tell Ss to read the paragraph under Melida's picture.
Ask, "Why do you think Melida was chosen Student of
the Month?" Ask a few Ss (e.g., She must be a good student
because she's doing graduate work. She's an interesting
person. She has a lot of outside interests - she's a talented
artist and she started a sculpture class.).
Say, "Read and listen to the interview with Melida. Do you
have anything in common with her?"

• Play the recording Have Ss read and listen to the
interview and then tell a partner what things they have in
common with Melida. Call on several Ss to tell the class
one thing they have in common with Melida.

• Follow-up Pairs interview each other using the questions
from Melida's interview and answer them with true
information. A few Ss tell the class one interesting thing
they learned about their partner.

Figure 
It out 

C 

• Preview the task Write on the board:
1 How long have you been learning English?
2 Have you ever had your name in a newspaper or 

newsletter? 
• Say, "Look at the first question. Is it an ongoing action

or a completed action?" [ongoing action] Ask, "Does this
question contain a simple verb or a continuous verb?"
[continuous verb) Say, "Look at the second question. Is
it an ongoing action or a completed action?" [completed
action] Ask, "Does this question contain a simple verb or a
continuous verb?" [simple verb]

• Say, "Choose the best verb form to complete the questions.
Use the interview above to help you."

• Do the task Have Ss complete the task. Check answers
with the class.

Answers 
1. What book are you reading currently?
2. What did you do for your last birthday?
3. Have you ever lived in the United States?

• Say, "Ask and answer the questions with a partner."
• Focus on the use Write on the board:

1. completed actions or permanent situations
2. ongoing actions or temporary situations

• Say, "Which of these actions and situations take simple 
verbs and which take continuous verbs? Decide with a
partner." Check answers with the class. [simple verbs:
completed actions or permanent situations; continuous
verbs: ongoing actions or temporary situations]

• Try it out Write on the board:

1. completed actions 3. ongoing actions
2. permanent situations 4. temporary situations

• Say, "Look at the questions and answers in Melida's
interview again. Decide what kind of action or situation
they ask about, and number them l, 2, 3, or 4. Write the
number next to each question." Check answers with the
class. (1. completed actions: Have you ever lived in another
country? When did you last buy yourself a treat? What
did you do for your last birthday? What's the nicest thing
anyone has ever done for you? 2. permanent situations:
What's your favorite way of spending an evening? What
do you do? Who or what is the greatest love of your life?
3. ongoing actions: How long have you been living here?
What kind of music are you listening to currently?
4. temporary situations: What were you doing at this time 
yesterday?]

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS I PAIRS

Individual Ss write three new interview questions (e.g., 
What movies have you seen lately? Are you piaying on any

sports teams this year?). Partners interview each other 
and make notes of the answers. Ss tell the class one 
interesting thing they learned about their partner. 
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fl Grammar 

.->» 1.03 

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording.
Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Tell Ss to look at the chart.
Explain that it reviews the use of simple and continuous
verbs. (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.) Have Ss look at the section about
simple verbs. Ask a S to name the three verb forms shown
[simple present, present perfect, simple past].

• Have Ss look at the section about continuous verbs.
Ask a S to name the three verb forms shown [present
continuous, present perfect continuous, past continuous].

• Books closed. To review, write questions from the chart on
the board with blanks in place of the words in bold. Call
on a few Ss to fill in the blanks. Tell Ss to find a partner
they didn't work with in Exercise 1 and ask and answer the
questions on the board.

• Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.

A 

• Preview the task Say, "Complete the conversations. Use
the simple or continuous form of the verb in the present,
present perfect, or past." Point out that the first question
has been done for them. Ask, "Why is present perfect
continuous correct?" [the time word lately suggests a
temporary situation in the past.] Say, "Sometimes, more
than one answer is possible."

• Do the task Have Ss complete the task and then
compare their answers in pairs. Check answers with the
class: Ask pairs to each read a conversation.

Answers

1. A What have you been doing for fun lately?
8 Well, I 've been taking kickboxing classes .... It's a

lot of fun, and I 've gotten I 'm getting I have been 
getting in pretty good shape. 

Qspeaking naturally 

A .-i)) 1.04 

• Preview the task Please note the use of color in the
Speaking Naturally sections throughout this book. Red
indicates stress, and maroon indicates any other feature
that is being taught. Say, "This section reviews reductions
in questions. Look at the chart. The maroon color here
shows what we are focusing on. Listen and repeat the
questions. Notice the reductions of the auxiliary verbs
do, did, are, and have, and the pronoun you." (For more
information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)
Play the recording Ss listen and repeat.

• Say, "Ask and answer the questions with a partner."
About 

you 

B 

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud. 
Have Ss complete the task. Tell Ss to answer with their own 
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2. A Who's the most interesting person you know?
B Well, I think my best friend is interesting. She lived in

Europe for three years when she was growingup. 
3. A Have you ever met I Did you ever meet anyone

famous? 
- - --

8 No, but last year, I saw a TV star on the street. We 
were both waiting in line for ice cream. 

4. A When did you last exercise?
B Actually, I haven't exercised in months. I 've I have

been really busy at work, so I haven't had time. 
5. A What do you do for a living?

B Actually, I 'm I am not working right now. I 've been
looking for a job for six months, but I haven't found 
anything yet. 

• Practice Say, "Practice the conversations with a partner.
Take turns playing each role."

About 
you 

B 

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss complete the task.

�;> Recycle conversation strategies Remind Ss of the 
strategies of asking follow-up questions and.reacting to a 
story. Call on a few Ss to give a reaction or follow-up question 
for each item in Exercise 2A (e.g., That's cool. Do you ever get
hurt?). Tell Ss to use the strategies as they do the task. 
• Follow-up For each question, a few Ss tell their partner's

answer to the class.

Extra practice 

Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice IA on p. 140 of their 
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them 
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-140.) 

information. Go around the class, and listen for the reductions. 
If necessary, replay Exercise 3A and have Ss repeat. 

Extra activity GROUPS 

Ss each choose one question from the lesson and prepare 
a full, interesting answer. Ss present their answers to the 
group. Ss in the group ask follow-up questions. 

Extra activity PAIRS

Ss write five n&N questions and use them ti> interview a 
new partner. Ss write the interview in the style of the one ·on 
page 2. Interviews are posted around the classroom. Ss walk 
around and read them. Ss who find something that interests 
them talk to the person interviewed and ask more questions. 

Workbook 

R Assign Workbook pp. 2 and 3. (The answer key begins on 
� p. T-182.) 



Lesson B It's a long story! 

(l Building vocabulary and grammar

• Set the scene Read the lesson title aloud. Then read the
Litle of the article. Say, "Dan Anderson was interviewed
for a magazine article. Dan was only asked one question,
but the answer to the interviewer's question included a lot
of details, so Dan began his answer with the expression
Well, it's a Long story!This is a common way to begin a
complicated story."

A '4>» 1.os 

• Preview the task Read the instructions aloud. Ask
individual Ss to each read one of the questions. Say,
"Listen and write a few words for each answer."

• Play the recording Books closed. Ss listen and write.

• Play the recording again Books open. Ss listen, read
along, and review their answers. Check answers with
the class: Ask individual Ss to each answer a question
[1. He lived in Tokyo. 2. His mother is Korean, and he's
always been interested in the culture. 3. A salesperson
showed Dan a job ad online. Dan applied for the job. 4. The
company offered to transfer him to Seoul and agreed to
pay for his Korean lessons.].

Ask Ss to call out any vocabulary that they do not 
understand, and write the words on the board. Have other
Ss try to provide definitions. Help with definitions for the
remaining vocabulary.

No 
,o,t 

B 

• Preview the task Say, "Can you sort the verbs in bold
in the article into the correct categories? Look at the
example answers in the chart. Which verbs are followed
by to + verb? [happen (to be)], verb + -ing? [spend (three
years working)], or a particle or preposition + verb + -ing?"
[end up (living)].

• Do the task Have Ss complete the chart and then
compare their answers in pairs. Check answers with
the class.

Answers
Verb + to + verb Verb + verb + -ing Verb + particle I
happen (to be) spend (three preposition + verb 
seem (to be) years working) + -ing 

bother (to apply) finish (doing) end up (living)

decide (to go) consider (going) plan on (leaving) 

expect (to get) remember 
offer (to transfer) (thinking) 

agree (to pay) start (working) 
miss (living) 
imagine (living) 

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS I PAIRS 

Individual Ss each choose six verbs from the chart and 
write them on a piece of paper. Each then writes a short 
anecdote about an incident from his or her past, using as 
many of the verbs as they can. When they are done, they 
work with a partner, read their anecdotes to each other, 
and react and ask follow-up questions. Several Ss read 
their anecdotes to the class. 

�\- Vocabulary·notebook� 

Tell Ss to turn to Vocabulary Notebook on p. IO of their 
Student's Books. Have Ss do the task in class, or assign it 
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-10.) 

Figure 
It out 

C 

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss complete the sentences. Check answers with the 
class.

Answers 
1. I considered studying electronics, but I ended up

doing math.
2. I expected to graduate in three years. Then I decided

to change my major.

• Focus on the form and the use Ask, "What verb form
follows consider and spend?" [verb+ -ingJ "What verb form
follows expect and decide" [to+ verb] Say, "As you saw in
the chart, some verbs are followed by to + verb and some
by verb + -ing. After two-word verbs or phrasal verbs
like end up, which end with a particle, you need to use
verb + -ing. You can also use verb + -ing after a verb and a
preposition like plan on."

• Try it out Say, "Choose a verb from each category in the
chart and write a true sentence about yourself." Call on 
several Ss to read their sentences aloud.
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fl Grammar

-4>)) 1.06 

• Present the grammar chart Play the recording.
Ss listen and repeat.

• Understand the grammar Say. "Sometimes you want
a verb to follow the main verb in a sentence. The second
verb may be in the form of verb+ -ing, or it may be to +
verb." (For more information, see Language Notes at the
beginning of this unit.)

• Have Ss look at the first section of the chart. Say, "The
verbs in this list are followed by verb+ -ing." Point out
spend (time). Say, ··spend must have a time expression such 
as three years or an hour before verb + -ing." Note: You may
want to give more examples of verbs for this and the other
verb patterns as you present the chart.

• Have Ss look at the second section of the chart. Say, "When
the main verb is followed by a particle or a preposition,
then it is followed by verb + -ing."

• Have Ss look at the third section of the chart. Say, "These
are some of the verbs followed by lo + verb."

• Have Ss look at the fourth section of the chart. Say,
"These verbs can be followed by verb + -ing or to + verb.
Whichever one you choose, the sentence will have the
same meaning."

• Present In Conversation Read the information aloud.
• Have Ss look at the last section of the chart. Say, "These

verbs can be followed by verb + -ing or to + verb, but the
meanings are different." Write on the board:

' .,. n ot ao the act1v,ty a9a1n 

" r an act,v,ty and begin another 

• Have a S read the example sentences aloud.
• Say, "Here are examples with try." Write on the board:

ment w tr; someth11,g 

red .,king t1 r op and I felt better = I took a nap,

t + erb "' male an attempt at something

take a ap o ,t the•e was so mt1ch noise I couldn't
out , th,s a• I wasn't able to 

• Have a S read the example sentences aloud.
• Write on the board:

- thM� of somethn9 that

i before� w 

•orget to perfr,rm an action

• Ask a few Ss to say something they remember doing (e.g., I
remember reading an interesting interview.). Ask a few Ss to 
say something they remembered to do (e.g.,/ remembered
to read the interview for homework.). Write sentences on the
board.

Q Talk about it

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Ask a S to read the lists of ideas. Have a pair of Ss read the
example conversation aloud. Have pairs complete the task.

• Follow-up Have a few pairs report an interesting
conversation they had.
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• Present Common Errors Read the information aloud.
Books closed. Write on the board: I finished -- (read) the
ad. I don't mind __ (work) hard. Say, "These verbs cause
problems for Ss." Have Ss complete the sentences. Tell Ss
to open their books and check their answers.

A 

• Preview and do the task Say, "Complete the
conversations with the correct forms of the verbs given."

• Model the task by having a S read the first sentence in
the exercise. Ask, "Why is the answer studying?" [Because
end up is a verb +particle/phrasal verb. Verbs that follow
particles end in -ing.]

• Have Ss complete the task and then compare their
answers in pairs. Check answers with the class: Have two
pairs each read a conversation.

Answers

1, A How did you end up studying here?
B , , , . I remember thinking , , , decided to sign up . . ? 
A Well, I wasn't planning on learning English, , .. 

offered !2..a for my classes. I agreed to come, ... 
keep on taking classes if I can. 

2. A What are you thinking about doing next summer? 
B ... started working I to work at a new job, so I don't 

expect to get ... intend to take .. , , You have to 
stop working occasionally! Anyway, I love surfing I to 
surf, so I hope I can spend a weekend visiting, .. , 

• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversations in pairs,
taking turns playing each role.

About 
you 

B 

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss ask and answer.

Extra activity INDIVIDUALS I PAIRS 

Books closed Choose ten verbs from the grammar 
chart. Call them out one at a time. For each one, Ss write 
a sentence using the verb and a verb complement. Ss 
exchange sentences with a partner, open their books, 
and check to see that their partner chose the correct verb 
complement for each. 

Extra practice 
Tell Ss to turn to Extra Practice lB on p. 140 of their 
Student's Books. Have Ss do the tasks in class, or assign them 
for homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-140.) 

Sounds right 
Tell Ss to turn to Sounds Right on p. 137 of their Student's 
Books. Have Ss do the task for Unit l in class, or assign it for 
homework. (See the teaching notes on p. T-137.) 

Workbook 
R Assign Workbook pp. 4 and 5. (The answer key begins 
',:;J on p. T-182.) 



Lesson c We're both getting scared ....

ct;> Lesson C recycles the simple past and the past continuous in storytelling. 

ft Conversation strategy

• Set the scene Say, "Have you ever been in a scary
situation? What happened? What did you do? Tell a
partner." Have a few Ss tell their stories to the class

A 

(e.g .. I was babysitting at a neighbor's house. Around
midnight. I heard a strange noise outside, so I called my dad.
He came over and checked it out for me. It ended up being
animals going through the garbage, lookingfor food.).

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have several Ss tell their story to the class.

B '4l» 1.01

• Preview the task Write on the board:

,,,, 

•, ] 

''Jgether 

• Check that Ss understand the vocabulary (Utah: A state
in the western U.S.; trail: a walking path in the country;
jog: run slowly; stick together: stay together). Books closed.

• Say. "Now listen to Mateo and Bryan tell their story to
Kim. How did Mateo and Bryan get lost? Write short notes
for your answer. Mateo speaks first."

• Play the recording Ss listen and write the answer.

• Play the recording again Books open. Tell Ss to listen,
read along, and review their answer. Have Ss compare
their answer in pairs. Check the answer with the class
[They were hiking in Utah. It was getting dark. They
walked off the trail and got lost.]. Help with any remaining
vocabulary problems as needed.

C 

• Present Notice Say, "Notice how Mateo changes to the
present tense at key moments in his story. The present
tense is more "here and now," so it makes the story more
dramatic. This is a good strategy in conversation, but you
should avoid it in writing." (For more information, see
Language Notes at the beginning of this unit.)

• Say, "Find the examples in the conversation when Mateo
uses the present tense at key moments." [Then Bryan says,
"Where are we?"; And we're thinking, "Oh, no." And we're
both getting kind of scared.; And Bryan says, "Should
we jog a little?" And I go, "Yeah. I was thinking the same
thing. Let's go."]

• Practice Tell Ss to practice the conversation in groups of
three, taking turns playing each role.

o '4l)) 1.oa

• Preview the task Say, "Read more of Mateo and Bryan's
conversation. Change the underlined verbs to the simple
present or present continuous." Point Ss to the first
sentence and the example given. Show that the verb has
changed from heard in the simple past to hear in the
simple present.

• Do the task Have Ss complete the task.

• Play the recording Audio script p. T-164 Ss listen and
check their answers.

Answers 

Bryan Yeah. And all of a sudden, we hear this noise. 
Mateo And I look over at Bryan, and I see his face � 

white. and he's starting to run fast. 
Bryan Well, yeah. I mP.,m, it was a weird noise. 
Mateo So, I'm thinking, "Wait a minute. What happened to 

our plan to stick together?" So I start to run with him. 
Bryan Yeah, we're running through the trees. scared to 

death. It was hilarious! It was just like in a movie. 

• Tell Ss to practice the conversation in Exercise l in pairs.
taking turns playing each role.

Extra activity PAIRS 

Have Ss finish off Bryan and Mateo's story with their own 
ending. Ss write the ending to the conversation, practice, 
and then present it to the class. Ss vote on the best 
ending. 

Extra activity PAIRS

Pairs write a conversation similar to Mateo and Bryan's 
about a scary experience. Each pair reads their 
conversation to another pair. Have several pairs read their 
conversation to the class. 
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fl Strategy plus

• Present Strategy Plus Read aloud the information in
Strategy Plus and the examples.

• Say. "When Mateo and Bryan told Kim about their scary
experience, they highlighted some things in the story
and made them sound more important. They used this or
these instead of a, an, or some. This strategy makes things
sound more 'immediate', dramatic, or 'here and now.'" (For
more information, see Language Notes at the beginning of
this unit.)

• Tell Ss to look back at the conversations on p. 6
(Exercises 1B and 10), and find examples of this and these

[(lB) Mateo: We were on this trail, ... ; Yeah, there were
all these trees around us, .... (ID) Bryan: ... we hear 
this noise]. 

A 

• Preview and do the task Say, "Replace a, an, and
some in bold with this or these in the story below." Have
Ss complete the task and then compare their answers
in pairs. Check answers with the class: Have individual
Ss each read a sentence aloud.

n Listening and strategies

A 
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Say, "You'll answer the questions you choose when you
listen to the story in the next activity." Have Ss complete
the task.

B 1111>)) 1.09 

• Preview the task Say, "You're going to hear this
vocabulary when you listen. Work with a partner and find
the meanings." Write on the board:

tumble down intensive care 

rag doll (human) limbs 

unconscious 
• Check the definitions with the class. Say, "Now listen.

Write answers to the questions you chose."

• Play the recording Audio script p. T-164 Ss listen and
write.

• Play the recording again Ss listen and review their
answers. Say, "Now share your answers with a partner.
Can you remember the story together? Consult other
classmates if necessary." Have Ss complete the task. Check
answers with the class.

Possible answers
1. We were skiing in Idaho.
2. He fell twelve hundred feet.
3. We watched him fall until he got to the bottom, and

then we skied down to him and shook him.
4. He was coughing, and he had two large bumps on his

head. and his eye was closed shut.
5. Yeah. Two guys skied down and hiked out to the

trailhead, and then drove to town. A rescue team came
four hours later.
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Answers 

"I have this friend who's always getting into funny 
situatio� One time she was invited to this going-away 
party, and she ended up getting totally lost and wandering 
around a neighborhood she didn't know. Anyway, she 
finally sees this house with these cars outside, and these 
people were barbecuing in the backyard. So she knocks 
on the door, and this nice guy lets her in. He thought she 
was one of his wife's friends. Anyway, she spent about an 
hour talking to these people before these guys bring out a 
big birthday cake and candles and everything. Then she 
realized it was the wrong party!" 

• Tell pairs to take turns telling the story. Say, "When you
tell the story, put extra stress on the nouns that follow this

and these."

B 
• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.

Remind Ss to use the strategies. Pairs tell each other their
stories. Have a few Ss tell their partner's story to the class.

6. Yes, he did. He was in intensive care for about five days
under observation.

7. It happened three or four months ago.
8. Yes, he is.

About 
you 

C 

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions and the 
example aloud. Have Ss complete the task. Go around the 
class, and help as needed.

• Follow-up Have a few Ss tell their story to the class.

Extra activity GROUPS 

Ss form groups of three and write chain stories. Remind 
Ss to use the strategies they learned in the lesson. Write 
on the board: 

1. You should meet my cousin. She's into txtreme sports.
2. Weird things are always happening to my fritnd.
3. My uncle is the unluckiest ptrson I know.

A group member writes one of the sentences on a piece 
of paper and adds the next sentence to the story. He or 
she then passes the paper to another group member, who 
adds another sentence. Ss continue in this we:; until they 
feel each story is complete. Several groups each read one 
of their completed stories to the class. 

Workbook 

� Assign Workbook pp. 6 and 7. (The answer key begins 
9' on p. T-182.) 



Lesson D Against the odds 

ft Reading

• Set the scene Read the title of the lesson aloud. Ask,
"What does it mean to do something against the odds?"
Get ideas from Ss (e.g., do something when the chances of
succeeding are not good). Say. "Beat the odds is another way
to say 'Succeed against the odds.'" Write the expression on
the board.

• Ask, "Have you ever been in a situation where you beat or
succeeded against the odds?" Have Ss raise their hands if
they have. Call on a few Ss to tell what happened.

A 

Pre reading 

• Preview and do the task Ask, "What kinds of
competitions are there on TV shows?" Have Ss call out the
types of shows they know. Write them on the board (e.g.,
talent, singing, dancing, survival, cooking). Ask, "Do you ever
watch them?" Call on a few Ss to answer. (Note: !f using
the Extra activity following Exercise lC, do not erase.)

• Present Reading Tip Read the information aloud. Have
Ss scan though the article and find the first place a quote
is used in the article. ("I think there are a lot of people who
discounted me."] Ask Ss, "What does it tell you about Ha?"
[It tells you people didn't believe in her. It also suggests
she's a fighter and doesn't give up easily.)

• Tell Ss to scan the article and read the remaining
sentences in quotes.

B 

During reading 

• Preview and do the reading Read the title of the article
aloud. Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss read the
article and write answers to the questions. Have a few Ss
read their answers. [Christine Ha's disadvantage was that
she was blind. Her advantage was that she couldn't see
what anyone else was doing, which helped her focus.]

• Do the reading again Ask, "How did Christine beat
the odds? Read the article again and underline the main
events of the story." When Ss finish, have them work in
pairs and briefly summarize Christine's story. Tell Ss to
help each other remember information instead of looking
back at the reading.

• Work with the class to retell the story. Have one pair tell
what happened first. Then call on other pairs to continue
the story. [The story is about Christine's success on the
TV show "MasterChef." She lost her sight because of
illness. She overcame her disability and started a blog.
The producers of"MasterChef" discovered her through
her blog, and invited her on the show. She went on to win
the title.) 

C 

Postreading 

• Preview the task Read aloud the instructions and the
first expression. Tell Ss to find the expression tentative in 
the article. Have a S say where the expression is and read
the sentence it is in. [First paragraph: ... she took those
first tentative steps onto the national stage, ...] 

• Have Ss choose the definition for the expression. Call on a
S to say the answer. [b. not certain or confident] Ask, "How
did you guess the meaning?" Get ideas from Ss (e.g .. She
was walking onto a stage. She was probably very nervous.).

• Do the task Have Ss choose the best meaning for the
remaining words. Then have Ss work in pairs and say how
they guessed the meanings.

• Check answers with the class. Call on Ss to say where the
words and expressions are used, give the answer, and say
how they guessed the meanings.

Answers

1. b [Paragraph 1: ... she took those first tentative steps
onto the national stage, ...]

2. a [Paragraph 2: ... , Ha won the title, $250,000, and a
cookbook deal, ... ]

3. b [Paragraph 2: ... , and a cookbook deal, beating out
about another 100 other home chefs.]

4. b [Paragraph 3: "I think there are a lot of people who
completely discounted me."]

5. a [Paragraph 4: ... managed to whip up culinary
masterpieces with only her senses of ... ]

6. b [Paragraph 8: But she did more than pick hP.rsP.lf 11n
off the counter.]

7. a [Paragraph 9: "If they have that passion, that fire, that
drive, ... "]

8. a [Paragraph 9: ... you can overcome any obstacle
and any challenges ... )

Extra activity GROUPS 

Write these questions on the board: Would you go on a 
competitive 7V show? Which type? What kinds of obstacles 
would stand in your way? Groups discuss the questions. 
When Ss finish, they share some of their discussion with 
the class. 
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D 

• Preview and do the task Say, "Read the article
again and answer these questions." Tell Ss to read the
questions before they begin. Add, "When you've written
your answers, compare them with a partner. Discuss any
differences in your answers by referring to the article."
Check answers with the class: Call on individual Ss to read
an answer aloud. After each answer, ask, "Does anyone
want to add any thing?"

fl Listening and writing

A -4>� u o 
• Preview the task Tell Ss to look at the picture. Ask,

"What is Bethany Hamilton's sport?" [surfing] Have
Ss read the sentences and choices in the listening task
before they listen. Check for vocabulary questions. Read
the instructions aloud.

• Play the recording Audio scriptp. T-164 Ss listen.

Play the recording again Ss listen and circle the
correct information. Check answers with the class.

Answers

1. b 2. a 3. b 4. b 5. a 6. b

About 
you 

B 

• Preview and do the task Write career and health on the
board. Say, "In the article on page 8, Christine Ha faced
a challenge because of her blindness. Bethany Hamilton
faced a challenge because of a physical disability. In what
other areas of life do people face challenges?" Get ideas 
from Ss, and write them on the board (e.g .• Jamily. love life,
school,friends, money). Discuss with a partner. 

• Have Ss do the task, telling about a time they faced a
challenge. Tell Ss to make sure they answer the questions
in the directions.
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Possible answers 

1. Ha "captured America's heart" because she managed
to overcome a big obstacle, her blindness, and win
a competitive cooking show. She's captured my heart
because I admire her determination.

2. After losing her vision, Ha tried to make a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, but she couldn't do it. This

anecdote is significant because it shows how far she

has come.

3. She means that people can do anything they really

work hard at. I agree, because I've seen people

overcome very big obstacles and do amazing things.

• Follow-up Have Ss look at question 3 again. Call on a few
Ss to share their response to "Do you agree with her view?"

C 
• Preview the task Have Ss read the example article.

Ask Ss, "What did the writer have to do?" [The writer had
to give a speech.) "How did the writer feel?" (Extremely
nervous. The writer wanted to run away.] "How did the
writer feel afterwards?" [It helped the writer become much
more confident.]

• Present Help Note Read the information aloud. As
you read each bullet point, call on a S to read aloud the
information that demonstrates each point indicated in the
example article.

• Do the task Tell Ss to think again about the challenge
they discussed in Exercise 2B, and to make some notes
about it. Then have Ss use their notes and the steps in the
Help Note to write their stories.

D 

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Tell Ss to take turns reading their partner's stories
and asking follow-up questions. Have a few Ss share 
interesting or surprising things they learned about their
partner with the class.

Free talk 

Tell Ss to turn to Free Talk 1 at the back of their Student's 
Books. Have Ss do the task. (See the teaching notes on 
p. T-129.)

Workbook 

R Assign Workbook pp. 8 and 9. (The answer key begins 
� on p. T-182.)



Vocabulary Notebook 

If done for homework 

Briefly present the Learning Tip and the task directions. 
Make sure Ss understand what they need to do. 

If done in class 
• Present Learning Tip Read the information aloud. Say. 

"This learning tip is an extremely useful one because
you can't predict the verb form that follows a new verb

• Preview and do the task Read the instructions aloud.
Have Ss complete the task. Check answers with the class.

• Preview the Word Builder task The Word Builder
exercises include new vocabulary that is related to
vocabulary in the unit. Ss can look up the words and learn
them to increase their vocabulary.
Say, "This Word Builder task will help you learn the verb
forms that follow some everyday verbs. It will also give you
some practice using them in sentences."

• Do the task Read the instructions aloud. Have Ss
complete the task. Check answers with the class: for each
verb, ask a few Ss to read their mottoes.

Answers

1. give up + verb + -ing 3. put off+ verb + -ing

2. promise + to + verb 4. refuse+ to+ verb

Possible mottoes 

1. Never give up believing in your hopes and dreams.

2. If you promise to do something, do it.

3. Never put off doing something because it's unpleasant.

4. When you refuse to do something, have a good reason.

you're learning. For example, like and enjoy have similar 
meanings, so you might think that they can both be 
followed by the same verb form. However, like can be 
followed by verb + -ing or to + verb, but enjoy can only be 
followed by verb + -ing." 

C;> These tasks recycle the verb complements verb + -ing 
and to + verb. 

Answers 

1. agree + to + verb to lend

2. intend + to + verb; bother + verb + -ing I to + verb to
do, starting I to start

3. stop + verb + -ing I to + verb; enjoy + verb +
-ing doing, doing

4. keep on + verb + -ing trying

5. consider + verb + -ing taking

6. seem + to + verb to be

On your own 

• Present On Your Own Read the information aloud.
• Follow-up At the start of the next class, pairs read each 

other their sentences.

Now I can ••• 
• Go over the Now I Can items. Put Ss in pairs to give one

example each for the first four items. Call on Ss and ask
for examples or explanations.

• Have Ss look over the four lessons and identify any areas
they want to review.

• Tell Ss to complete the Now I Can items. Ss check (.I)
the items they know and put a question mark (?) by
items that they are not confident about. Check with
individual Ss which areas need review to see if there are
general problems to review in class. Help individual Ss as
required. Have Ss hand in a piece of paper with their name
and a schedule showing what they plan to review and
when. Review or reteach these language items in a future
class.
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UNIT� 

Personal tastes 

Lesson A Makeovers 

Grammar Comparisons with (not) as ... as

(See Student's Book p. 13.) 

Ss have already learned to make comparisons with 
more/ less+ adjective and adjective + -er; more and less as 

adverbs, and more, less, and fewer with nouns. The lesson 
teaches comparisons with as ... as to mean "the same as" 
and not as . .. as to mean "less than." 

Form 

• (not) as+ adjective+ as 

The pants are just as comfortable as my jeans.

I don't look as scruffy as I did.

• (not) as+ noun phrase+ as

She spends as little time as possible on her makeup.

She doesn't wear as many bright colors as she should.

• (not) as+ adverb+ as

I tried as hard as I could to find the right style.

I don't like short hair as much as long hair.

Use 

• as ... as

When two things or people are compared using as ... as, it 
generally means they are the same in some way. 

The pants are just as comfortable as my jeans. ( = The jeans
and pants are both equally comfortable.)

• not as ... as

When things or people are compared with not as ... as,
it generally means that they are not the same. It has a
meaning similar to "less than."

Lesson B Fashion 

Grammar Negative questions 

(See Student's Book p. 14.) 

The lesson presents three functions of negative questions. 

Form 

Negative questions can be used in a variety of verb forms: 
present and past, as both simple and continuous verbs, and 
with modal verbs. The lesson presents negative questions 
with the present of be and the simple present. 

• Present of be

Isn't that jacket great?

Aren't they expensive?

• Simple present

Don't you like it? Doesn't she like it?

It'd look good, don't you think?

Use 

People generally use a negative question when they want 
another person to agree with them, even though they may 
think the other person will have a different opinion. The 
lesson presents three common uses of negative questions. 
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I don't like short hair as much as long hair.(= I like short 
hair less than long hair. OR I like long hair more than 
short hair.) 

• In the lesson, the as ... as structure is followed by: a noun
phrase (The pants are just as comfortable as my jeans.); a
verb phrase or clause(/ don't look as scruffy as I did); or an
adjective (She spends as little time as possible.).

@ Corpus information (not) as ... as

In conversation, about a third of the uses of as ... as 

in comparisons are in negative sentences, and about 
two-thirds are in affirmative sentences. 

Common errors with as • •• as

Ss sometimes leave out the first as in as .. .  as. 

Correct: Jeans aren't as nice as pants. 

Incorrect: Je8J<ls ttrM't l'liee as r,Bl'lts. 

Speaking naturally Linking words with the same 
consonant sound 

(See Student's Book p. 13.) 

This section practices linking words that end and begin with 
the same consonant sound. When the same consonant sound 
is at the end of one word and at the start of the next, as in 
big glasses or stylish shoes, the sound is said only once, but is 
lengthened a little. 

• To express an opinion

Isn't this jacket great?(= I love it.)

• To suggest an idea

It'd wok good on you, don't you think?(= You may or may not
agree it would look good, but I want you to think it would.)

• To express surprise

Don't you like it? ( = It sounds like you don't, and I'm
surprised.)

• Negative questions can also be used to check information
(Aren't you Jackie Lee?), but this use is not taught here.

@ Corpus information Negative questions
with Isn't 

Negative questions with isn't are the most common. They 
account for about a third of the uses of isn't. 



Vocabulary Describing clothes 

(See Student's Book p. 15.) 

• The vocabulary in this lesson consists of words for
describing clothes in terms of colors, patterns, materials,
and styles. The order that these adjectives are used in is
also addressed.

• In Touchstone Student's Book 2, Unit 8, Lesson B, the
typical order of adjectives was presented: opinion, size,

shape, color, nationality, material. The order of adjectives 
in the Word Sort chart on p. 15 is a rough guide to a 
typical order when describing clothes: colors, patterns, 
materials, styles. However, there can be some variation in 
the order of adjectives for materials, patterns, and styles. 
Generally the most important thing that a speaker wants 
to say about the item is put just before the noun. So, for 
example, 

a long-sleeved wool sweater(= a type of wool sweater) 

a cotton turtleneck sweater(= a type of turtleneck sweater) 

Lesson c She has a big collection, then. 
Conversation strategy Summarizing things 
people say 

(See Student's Book p. 16.) 

In conversation, people often summarize or paraphrase 
the things that other speakers say. This shows that they are 
involved or engaged in the conversation and that they are 
following what is said. 

A She has hundreds of books already. 

B She has a big collection, then. 

Lesson D Personal style 
Reading tip 
The Reading Tip tells Ss that they should read the first 
sentence of each tip to see what the article covers. Doing 
this will give Ss a good overview of the content. In addition, 
they may start making personal connections with what they 
read, helping them activate background knowledge, which 
can lead to more efficient reading. This is a useful skill to 
acquire for academic reading to help determine whether an 
article is going to be worth reading as part of a S's research. 

Help note Punctuation 

(See Student's Book p. 19.) 

The Help Note reviews the punctuation of commas to 
separate items in lists, and it adds one use of a dash and an 
exclamation mark. 

Strategy plus Now

(See Student's Book p. 17.) 

Now is often used to introduce a follow-up question. It can 
show that the speaker wants to move the conversation on to 
a different aspect of the topic. 

A Yeah. She doesn't really need anything. 

8 Now, doesn't she travel a lot? 

G Corpus Information Now

In conversation, now is one of the top 100 words. About 

20 percent of its uses are to introduce questions. 

• Dash

Dashes are often used when the writer wants to give extra
information about something, either to add an idea or to 
add a fuller explanation of a preceding idea.

Silk may feel nice, but be careful - shiny fabrics can make
you look heavier.

• Exclamation mark

An exclamation mark (also called an exclamation point)
can be used when the writer wants to show something
needs emphasis, perhaps because it is surprising or funny,
or because it has a strong emotion attached to it.

Developing your own personal style is not as hard (or as 
expensive) as you might think!
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